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dom, and separation. (..oh no! Judy is going to tell another one of her MARC
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f  .  r arnteractron:
Letters to the Editor

From Ruth Jean Shaw, Manager, Anchorage School District/Library
(Alaska):

__-Tttg January- 1988 issue . . . does not acknowledge the wonders of
WLN's l^aserCAT in . . "Resources & Technical Services News: CD-
ROM Takes Center Stage ." LaserCATis a CD-ROM tool serving libraries
in the Pacific Northwest complete with holdings attached. . . .-[I]t is im-
portant to share with the entire library communitv the features of a remark-
able CD-ROM product from WLN . . .

From Elizabeth Morrissett, Library Director, Alaska pacific University:
. After nearly fifty years in librarianship, it is amazing to still find writ-
ings in the subject interesting, even so engaging that I iespond.

Yes, there is too much organizing of ALR by trees-dubdividing and
subdividing so that every variety of library assrjciation has its own little

iloging.
that catalogers cannot function with-
r-public service is paralyzed without
rination is the sharing of these func-

. Iwasdisappointedby the articleonCD-ROM that . . . ignoresthe really
slgn$ganlproduct ofthe WLN (Western Library Networ[). Ithas had th-e
CD-ROM cataloging and reference and searihing software/hardware
combo in use for over a vear .

The real essence of catiloging is the close mating of reference needs with
the reality of publishing . . .

Many thanks for the good work of your editors.

Editor's reply:
f!q4. yof for the_information about the Western Library Network's In-

serCAT. It is not LRTS'or columnist Urbanski's intention to exclude any
vendor or product from "Resources & Technical Services News." The
column is zRrs'effort to inform RTSD members/readers of relevant news
_we_ receive about -new products and services via vendor press releases . Had
WLN sent out information on the topic being covered, it, too, would have
been included.

No research is done to ensure that all products of a type are included.
The time and effort it would take to do such research ivould make the
column impossible to write within the time frame a volunteer columnist
has available.
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From Jack Perry Brown, Director, Ryerson & Burnham Libraries, Art In-
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Bibtiography, Library Records,
and the Redefinition of
the Library Catalog

Michael K. Buckland

Compared with bibliographies, library catalogs (whether in bool<s, on
cards, or online) have significant disadvantagesfromthe user's perspec-
tive. Bibliographies, however, unlike catalogs, provi.de no indication as
to where the text itself may be found. The modern catalog can be seen as a
response to the limitations of nineteenth-cenrury library technology,
which is no longer the technology of choice. Afundamental reconsidera-
tion of the relntionships between bibliographies, records, and catalogs is
overdue. The modern library catalog, fundamentally obsolescent in an
online world, is in need of major redefinition.

r
\-,omputers are being used increasingly for library records, for online
catalogs, and also, though mainly outside of libraries'technical systems,
for bibliographies ("online reference"). All three were previously han-
dled on paper or cardboard. The shift in technology provides an opportu-
nity to reconsider the relationships between the three and raises a serious
question regarding the continuing justification of the catalog as it is cur-
rently designed.'

Brnuocupuy
The term bibliography is used in several ways to denote the study of

books and the making of descriptions of books. In this discussion we are
concerned with bibliography as the making of lists of books, articles, and
other documents-by subject, author, and other attributes-and the mak-
ing of indexes of those "lists."'

Bibliography is perhaps the best available term for the whole apparatus
of access to records of all kinds: textual, numerical, visual, musical, etc. ,
in all kinds of storage media: books, journals, microforms, computer
disks, etc. Examples of the sorts of bibliography under discussion include
Chemical Abstracts, Annual Review of Information Science and Technol-

Michael K. Buckland is Professor at the School of Librarv and lnformation Studies. Uni-
versiry of California at Berkeley.

The author is grateful for the helpful cornments of Samia Benidir, Brett Butler, John
Gathegi, Clifford Lynch, Dorothy McPherson, and Patrick Wilson.
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ogy, Boolcs in Print, Readers ' Gaide to Periodical Literature , and Arts and
Humanitie s Citation Index.

ography on academic freedom might well include a reference to David P.
Gardner's Caffirnia Oath Controversy, but the reference is to the work,
and usually to a specific edition of the work. Bibliographies are not ordi-
narily concerned with specific copies of an edition. Information about cop-
ies is included only in-exceptional circumstances: one copy is somehow
different, a bibliographical variant or perhaps the only extant copy. For
rare materials and early printing, it is customary to note where individual

Bibliographies, especially continuing ones, lend themselves well to
computer-based production, which reduces the tedium of the mechanical
tasks: sorting, cumulating, updating, rcafianging, and indexing a large
number of individually brief references. Once preparation of the bibliog-
raphy is computer-based a logical next step is to make the bibliography
available online.

Service), and PSYCHINFO (Psychological Abstracts) . It is reasonable to ex-
pect the number of bibliographies that are available in machine-readable
form to increase and for them to account for a growing proportion of all
bibliography use. It is also reasonable to expect that these bibliographies will
become available in more different ways: through commercial database ser-
vices, as tapes that can be loaded at computer centers, or on optical, digital
disks, such as CD-ROMs, attachable to microcomputers.

The next logical development would be to provide links from the refer-
ence in the bibliographies to libraries' holdings records. If one were to find
an interesting reference to an article while searching Chemical Abstracts,
for example, it would be an obvious amenity if one could move automati-
cally from the reference to a statement of local libraries' holdings of the
periodical concerned-and, ideally, could know whether that particular
volume is out on loan and/or whether to send a request for a copy of it."

Lrnnmy RECoRDS

At an opposite extreme, the records needed for library operations con-
cern individual copies of documents.
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. Library -records, then, must be specific to individual copies. In general,
it is desirable to automate library record keeping for three reasons:
1, Much of the work involves updating files of records. The tasks in-

volved are tedious, repetitive,-and mlchanical in nature, even though
the records may be complex and sorted in complicated ways.

considerations of service, cost, and the humane use of staff all argue for
using computers to handle library records.

LIBRARY Cnrar,ocs

The transformation of library cataloging to its present form occurred in
the nineteenth century, when ii was arlue? that simple author access was
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not enough and that a different, more sophisticated, and more elaborate
approach was needed.- 

The classic definition of the purpose of a library catalog is that of C. A.
Cutter, who stated that the "objects" of a catalog were

l. To enable a person to find a book of which either
(a) the author
(b) the title
(c) the subject is known.
2. To show what the library has
(d) by a given author
(e) on a given subject
(f in a given kind of literature (poetry, drama, fiction).
3. To assist in the choice of a work
(g) as to its edition (bibliographically)
(h) as to its character Qiterary or topical).'

In effect, the new techniques of the time built a superstructure of biblio-
graphical access on the simpler finding lists of before: complex pubjegt-
headings, added and keywoid entries, cross-references, systematic shelf
arrangements, and so on.

The display form changed from books to cards, which are easier to up-
date, but ihe principal change was local development of more elaporate
access to the collection contents. Modern library catalogs remain as de-
fined in the 1870s and 1880s.

A schernatic view of the present relationship between bibliography, li-
brary records, and the catalog is as follows:

BIBLIOGRAPHY + CATALOG * LIBRARY RECORDS

I
TEXT

Almost all the data needed for a library catalog are bibliographical and
would be common to any catalog (or bibliography) containing the same
work. The exception is the locatlonal information: name of the specifrc
library, call number, and details of each copy, as needed. These data
would not be common to other libraries' catalogs listing tlte same work.

Tnn Cernroc AS A Fonu op BrsrrocRApHv

Seen from the broaderperspective ofbibliographic control, library cata-
loging is a special case of bibliography defined by the intersection of two
subsets:

a. Library catalogs use one particular level of description: the edition of
the monograph and the title of the periodical. More detailed (analyti-
cal) cataloging is possible and can be found, especially in small, spe-
cialized libraries, but is not typical."

b. The set of records in a library catalog is further defined geographi-
cally: those that pertain to the holdings of a collection, alibrary, or,
for i union catalbg, to two or more li=braries.n
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It is important to stress that the limitation by level of description, which
excludes levels of access commonly needed by researchers, is a matter of
standard practice, not of principle.-One can find excellent examples of li-
brary catalogs that also provide entries for articles in periodicals and indi-
vidual contributions withis books, for example, the Index-Catalogue of
the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army (1880),
which evolved into Index Medicus and Medline. Anothe3 published exam-
ple is the Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of
Baltimore (1883-92), according to the preface: "This catalogue is con-
structed on the idea that the best possible catalogue is that which best
makes known to the average reader the entire contents of a library. It is
intended to answer the three important questions: Is a given book in the
library? Are the works of a given author there? What books, articles, and
information does a library contain on a given subject? A perfect catalogue
would furnish complete answers to all these questions ' ' (p. iii-iv) . Techni-
cal and cost considerations, however, resulted in the general practice of
omitting detailed access, especially to articles in periodicals, leaving that
important role to published bibliographies.

That library catalogs are not normally thought of as bibliography is
largely an accident of semantic custom and of a tradition of organization
that associates the catalog with catalogers in technical services depart-
ments and bibliography with reference librarians in public services depart-
ments.

From an operational perspective, the catalog can be seen as a useful am-
plification of records that are needed anyway. Catalog information can be
useful in a variety of ways to library staff and users. The difference be-
tween the Bodleian catalog of 1620 and contemporary catalogs is essen-
tially that the latter have a much larger bibliographical superstructure
added to the locational information.

Yet a library catalog has some significant shortcomings as a tool of ac-
cess compared with published bibliographies, which are, or can be, more
complete (extending beyond a given library's collections); more selective
(focusing on the interests of specific clientele and, therefore, of higher pre-
cision in the terminology of information retrieval) ; more capable of special
arrangements (as opposed to standardized, universal schemes of classifi-
cation and of subject headings); more flexible @ecause each new bibliog-
raphy can be done differently); more detailed (indicating individual papers
within periodicals, articles in newspapers, and papers within conference
proceedings); more descriptive (containing abstracts of the contents);
more easily deployed to cover new topics of interest as needed; more ex-
pertly compiled (because bibliographers are more likely than catalogers to
be expert subject specialists); more coherent (because bibliography starts
with a topic around which selected references are assembled, whereas, in
cataloging, documents are assigned to subjects); and more cost-effective
(because a bibliography's usefulness is not limited to an individual li-
brary).'"

Catalogers rebut these assertions with counterarguments that local cata-
loging (unlike published bibliographies) permits access to be adapted to
local circumstances and inclusion of items excluded from bibliographies.
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In this debate between bibliograpt
Swank, bibliographers argued unsuc(
local library cataloging would be befl
raphies that could be published and o

Swank subsequently wrestled witt
tages of bibliographies with the nece
su-ccessful. in the last resort, becaus'
simply did not lend itself to the inte.gri
Shera noted with regret, subject bibl

merican Chemical Society); govern-

; and Private firms (e.g., Bowker,

TWo PsnspecrlvEs Cenrc,q,ruREo

The difference between a bibliographer's and a cataloger's perspective

canbe illustrated by considering hiw 6ach might approach the provision of

bibliographical aciess to, say, a chemistry library. Both scenarios are ex-

:hemistry library might take the view
literature of chdmistly should be the

link could be made bv using the In'
OSSNI for each periodical tltle and the Lib_rary of Congress catal^og card

nu-t.it (LCCN) or International standard Book Number (ISBN) for each

monograph. Meanwhile the librar
LCCN, ISBN, or similar numbers a
as evidence that linkage is feasible. (

side the scope of this paper.) In this s
Chemical Abstracts and be able, whe
trotaings. As an option, searches could be limited automatically to entries

*itfrlifitr to librairy hoidings records or, alternatively, thatsubset with li-

brary holdings links could 6e separated out asan unusullly detailed "cata-

io;;; 
-- -- : 

y tt"tO material.^Locally held material no1 -appearing.in
t&emical Abstactswould pose a problem: such material might be contrib-

uted to Chemical Abstracts if relevat
be used for other subjects, and sor
would probably be unavoidable. (T
brary holdings records is being implt
cal and health sciences collections o
of California, in the "MEDLINE o

A cataloger providing access to I
that a traditional library catalog pro'

"iuiut" 
of greatest interest: tti" inOiniaual papers on chemistry, usually
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deriving records for the local catalog. This cooperative database, with
much broader coverage than any one library's, would be available to li-
brarians but not, in practice, to users. Chemical Abstracts would be of
greatly reduced value because it would duplicate catalog records for every-
thing in the library.

This small vignefte identifies the extravagance of a catalog-based ap-
proach in comparison to a bibliography-based approach and invites more
extensive examination of the latter's potential where catalogs are used.

BretrocRApHy oF Boors

Although there is no shortage of specialized bibliographies, it is not ob-
vious what could or would be used as a general bibliography of books. For
the U.S., ingredients exist in the form of various databases often vaguely
referred to as "the national database.'' Obvious candidates include the cat-
alog records of the Library of Congress (LC MARC; REMARC) and the
databases created by consortia oflibraries for cataloging purposes, notably
OCLC and RLIN. In addition there are commercially published listings,
such as the American Book Publishing Record, Cumulative Books IndZx,
and Books in Print.

Any library is likely to own some items not currently in the national data-
base, but there is general agreement that any such items should be cata-
loged and machine-readable records made available as part of this data-
base.

example, databases could be combined, published, andlor made accessible
through a "linked systems protocol". '' Much fuller benefit would derive if
these records were linked to local holdings statements.

BEYOND BIBLIOGRAPHY AND
Clrar,ocro FULL Tnxr

As of 1987, the full text of documents in machine-readable form is re-
markably absent compared with the availability of bibliographies and cata-
logs. Much of what is published exists in machine-readable form, since
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bibliography and catalog design:
1. eard Catalogs are, necesiarily, physically separate from the Plysicat

(paper) documents thatthey describe. Giventhetechnology of paper
and cardboard, it could not be otherwise. Further, use of the docu-

text. First the catalog might be searched and one or more records re-
trieved. The user might reasonably want next to examine the contents
of a book. There is an extensive internal structure of references : from

ratherthe catalogwilldisappear as a separate entity. Instead, catalog
data would be parl of a much broader set of data elements, and the
catalogfunction would be one feature in a suite of related functions in
online library use.

2. The traditional justification for having a catalogbegins to disappear.

cation, however, the physical location of an electronic text is sub-
stantially irrelevant. Databases (which are copied, not borrowed) at a
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TowARD A NEw Snmnsrs

These relationships can be represented as follows:

LIBRARY RECORDS

\ rExr/

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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1 .

2.

3 .

4 .

Bibliographies should be seen, not so much as library resources, but
as a dramatic enrichment of the access function far greater than can

access.
Libraries' operating records (acquisitions, circulation, serials re-
ceipts, etc.) should be automated whenever feasible and made acces-
sible to users. In multilibrary systems the possibility of mutual ad-
vantage in access to records places an additional premium oq the
automation of library records provided that compatibility and link-
ages make them accessible from remote sites.
Tb the extent that texts are available in electronic form, the whole
view of library collections changes: location and ownership of copies
of texts becomes a technical detail for librarians irrelevant to the
reader. What counts is what is conveniently accessible. Given mod-
ern telecommunications, any attempt to restrict users' attentionto Io-
cally stored databases would be a travesty of librarianship's service
traditions.
The bibliographical records in bibliographies will need to be linked
to libraries- holdings records. This implies changes in distribution of
databases. Neither traditional marketing through centralized retail-

Given I-4, the library catalog as we currently know it becomes un-

(b) that the modern library catalog achieved a solution by creating, in
effect, an alternative local bibliographical superstructure, a subset of
bibliographical records also present in bibliographies, built up on li-
brary records; and (c) that the limitations of paper technology is no
longer relevant as newer, more flexible computer technology re-
places it.

5 .
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RnrrnrNcrs lNo Norns

10. R. C. Sy.un\."su.bjectCataloginginrheSubject-Depanmentalized Library,,, inBib_
Iiographic organizarion, Ed. by J. H. Shera and M. Egan, eds. (chicago: chicago
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Univ.Pr.,l951),p.187-99;reprintedinl.grSwank,AUnifyinglnflaence:Essavs
(Mehrchen, N.J.: Scarecrow, l98l), p.171-90.

rr. il..-c. s*"i,i,l.soui".ic"tirogi,'ifu*ifications, or BilligeSlllies?..A Review of

Critical Discussions, i tilO:lgqi:; Library Quarterg 14:316-32 ()9U1; reprinted,in
R.C.Swank,AUni fy inglnf luence:Essays(Metuchen'N'J ' :scarecrow' lvdr , '

(1987).
lg. M. Kochen, ..Directory Design for Networks of Information and Referral Centers"'

Library Quarterly 42:59-76 (1972)-
19. M. K.'Blckland, Book.evaitabitity and the Library User (New York: Pergamon,

r97s).
20. For fuller discussion of the implications of texts becoming available in electronic

form, see fr4. f . Sucidand,;'ii6;t Materials: Paper, Micioform, Database," Col-
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vice Definition and Protocol Specificationfor Library Applications.
There are three separable elements: a protocol for transferring back the retrieved set of
references from abibliographic file; searching that set against a file oflibrary holdings
records; and data deficiencies in either file that would impede matching (e.9., lack of
ISSNs for serials).
Swank, " Subject Cataloging. "
Bibliographic Organization, J. H. Shera and M. Egan, eds. (Chicago: Univ. of Chi-
cago, 1951), p.vi-vii.
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Using Performance Measures
to Implement an Online Catalog

Deborah K. Barreau

Efforts to evaluate online public access catalogs should include a
measure of how the catalogs affect the abiliry of libraies to make
materials available and qccessible to patrons. This study describes how
availabiliry analysis technique is used in implementing and evaluating an
online catalog in the library of a small universiry. The performance
measures are computed here to assist in setting realistic goals and in
correcting catalog problems and to aid management in viewing the
innovation in a broader context of library functions that contribute to , or
hinder, poffon success.

r
Ir rs orrrtculT to measure the impact of automation on a library in terms
of performance. Few argue that automating library processes results in re-
ducing expenses, but many accept the notion that what is gained in terms of
flexible and efficient service justifies increased costs. Studies show that
patrons respond well to automation and that they prefer using online.sys-
tems to traditional card catalogs in libraries where they are available.' Pa-
trons anticipate improvements in quality and speed of service as a result of
automation.

One aspect of automation, the online public access catalog^(OPAC), is
relatively new in libraries, and it often is difficult to use.' Studies of
OPACs focus on the features that simplify their use, including user prefer-
ence for screen displays, online help facilities, and command syntax.'
Other studies focus on the ways users approach a search, providing addi-
tional data for designing a user interface.a While these studies yield impor-
tant information for designing and implementing an OPAC, each library
needs to be aware of the effects of the OPAC on local patrons. Libraries
follow different policies and practices, and any innovation must respond to
the needs of locally served patrons if it is to succeed. The potential of the
online catalog as a tool for rapid, convenient, and comprehensive research
is unquestionable, yet there is little evidence linking patron success in find-
ing items sought to the use of the online catalog. Some evidence suggests
that the OPAC may even have a negative effect upon user success initially
when retrospective conversion is incomplete.'

Deborah K. Barreau is Programmer/Analyst, Aspen Systems Corp., Rockville, Maryland,
and formerly Systems Librarian, Manderino Library, California University of Pennsylva-
nla.
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BACKGROTIND

AVAILABILITY ANALYSIs

Availability analysis is suitable to any type of library and is useful for
assessing the library's performance. The technique has been used in pub-
lic, professional, and atademic libraries.'

Mnrnoool-ocy
This analysis, used by researchers at Manderino Library, was per-

formed on a sample of 300-400 "known item" searches at the library cata-
log. The sample size was chosen because of a low statistical error and be-
cause larger samples approach diminishing returns on the amount of time
and effort required to collect data.'u

The researcher would approach the patron at the catalog and explain that
a study of availability was in progress. If the patron was willing to partici-
pate and indicated that he or she was looking for known items, a form (see
figure 1) to record information (author, title, call number) about the items

patron dissatisfaction), checking the appropriate column. The causes of
dissatisfaction were coded as follows:
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PATRON SEARCH FOR}I

Author ,  t i t ]e ,  ca l l  nunber  o f  i tems sought
r i f

Found
-r^-tf'#il''-it#"tk

status (please check one): -faculty -graduate student - -undergraduate -other
Type of catalog used: _card catalog only _onllne catalog only -Dotn
Please check lf you use the l ibrary frequently (weekly or more) --yes -n0

THAI{K YOI' FOR YOUR ASSISTAI{CE.

Figure 1. Patron Search Form

Form il-ll

PATRON SEARCH FORI4

Author, t lt le, call nffirber of itens sought
. /  i f

Found I Aca
BMRY USE ONI.Y
cATlc rR lL IB lusR

-1,"Bke 0u'; A*^ $ 0.2L o z S. 36ll
'|31
18i

o- (4; fu,, q'h beoal

Status (please check one): vfaculty -gradurte student , -undergraduate -other
Type of catalog used: _card catalog only gonllne catalog only -Doth
PlCese check i i you use thE llbrary frequently (weekly or more) r 'Jes -no

THAI{K YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTAI{CE.

Figure 2. Completed Patron Search Form
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catalog errors, such as when the bibliographic record lists an incorrect
call number for an item. This study identified both kinds of errors.

DCIR: The book was being used, checked out to a patron.
DLIB: The book was not located because it was missing, misshelved, or in pro-

cess.
DUSR: The book was propedy shelved, but the user failed to locate it.
Other: Multiple copies ofthe title were not found for different reasons. (These

were recorded and counted as fractions of a title and computed in the
performance measures described below. )

The number of failures in each category was summed and a performance
measure computed for each category. Finally, an overall library perfor-
mance measure (a product of the measures) was computed. This measure,
the ratio of items found to items sought, represents-the likelihood that a
patron will find a desired item.

MANDERINo LIBRARY

The online catalog at Louis L. Manderino Library, California Univer-
sity'of Pennsylvania, was developed from TEXTMEVE (a trademark of
Dan Strick). The library obtained a site license for the software and in-

apparent that changes in the user interface and documentation would be

During the three weeks from March 16 through April 3, 1987,496pa-
tron contacts were made, 232 of whomwere looking for specific items and
were given the forms for recording items sought. The return rate was 63
percent (146 out of 232). These forms included the 364 known-item
searches used to compute the performance measures.

Rnsur,rs
The data were fed into a microcomputer for analysis, using PAVL, a set

of programs written in Turbo Pascal." The programs allow for data input,
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analysis, and computation of performancemeasures and the associated sta-
tistical error for each measure.

Each form was assigned a number before the study began. When the
forms were returned, each item on the form was numbered so that every
item in the sample had a unique identifier.

The results oT the study arre displayed in figure 3 (as produced by the
PAVL program). Each measure is computed and displayed with the stan-
dard error of the proportion.

ACQUISITIONS (PACQ)

Cerer-ocrNc (PCAT)

were identified for the online system.
Eight items were not located because they were housed in reference, re-

serve, or curriculum collections, but this was not clearly indicated on the
card or (more often) OPAC display.

One item was not found in the OPAC because it was a play in a collection
that was visible in a contents note field but not searchable and not part of
the default display for the online record.

Incomplete holdings pose problems, though retrospective conversion of
monographs is nearly complete at Manderino Library and did not affect
results as they have in libraries where only a fraction of the database is
online.

Four call numbers were incorrectly recorded by patrons, a relatively
low incidence of error that may be attributed in part to the practice of using
Dewey numbers that rarely extend beyond four places to the right of the
decimal. In two cases, the numbers copied were completely wrong, and in
two cases the Cutter numbers were recorded incorrectly.

One item was not found in the online catalog by the patron, though the
record was there. The record may have been missed because of punctua-
tion in the author's name (O'Neill). Problems with searching terms con-
taining punctuation (such as hyphens, apostrophes, and diacritics) are be-
ing studied and corrected.
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RE6I.,LTS t]F AVfi ILABTLITY AIIIfII-VSIS

NumbF of i tem, aou9ht

tumbF @f itmg fourrd

I'iEASUREA OF DISSATISFCETIGN,

Itoi  hei  .cquir .d by thr l ibrary

Itara rct  fouBd in tha catsleg

I t e n .  @ q t  i n  c i r c u l a t i @

It6. nol, .hatv-d prop+ly

f t6r rv. i lEbl. ,  bu! not found

E!, p.t|,.@3

|t€ASUREE (F FERFORMA),|eE r

Farcrr|iege of it@E omed

9e:atagc @f accuFste

catalog rk@ds

Fscawt -9€ Gt i td.s ah rhat f

Fircfr taBe of i tM3 praperly

shel vrd

FFohtage of l tdrs found

TOTAL AVAILABILTTY FERFORI''INCE

if€fiSURE (prcbebi l ity of f irdir,e

- 364

- e36

(DgC&) = 34.40*

( D C A T )  =  1 4 . 4 0 *

{ D C I R }  -  g g . 4 o *

{D|-IB) -  e9.4e*

{ D U S R }  -  g t . { O *

(pgccl) -  g . g t  + / -  . g ?

( F C A T )  =  0 . 9 6  + / -  . 6 r

{ F C I R C )  =  O . g t  + / -  . 6 e

( F L I B }

lF.trsR)

-  A . B C t  + / -  . A ?

=  6 . 9 P  + / -  . A ?

a  k h f f i  i t s )  T F A V L )  -  o . g g  + / - . 6 s

*  T h i a  m c a 3 u r r  o f  u s d  d i s 3 a t i s f a c t i @ n  w B s  r r u l t i p l i e d  b y  a  c e r _

FEtid,  f .ctor to acc@ur,t  fcr i t€rn3 that could nct bc ideat i f ied.

Figure 3. Availability Analysis Resulrs

CrRcuLerroN (PCIR)
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"recall" is issued, and most patrons seem to be reluctant to exercise this
privilege.- 

It is uncertain that the circulation measure will prove useful in evaluating
OPACs. Poor success at the catalog can result in fewer checkouts, making
more items available for circulation, but the effect may be insignificant.
Frohmberg and Moffet found a higher overall availability rate after intro-
duction of an automated circulation system, though the individual measure

troduction of the OPAC will be a factor worth investigation. However,
studies by Buckland and Shaw have been able to,predict the circulation
interference measure based upon other variables.)'"

LrsRARy PRocEssEs (PLIB)

PLIB is the percentage of items that are in their proper shelf locations at
the time of the request. Often library processes interfere with patron access
to items. At Manderino Library, this was the lowest performance mea-
sure. Of the 286 items that were not circulating at the time of the request,
257 (9O percent) were in proper shelf locations. Of the 29 items that were
not wheie they belonged, l1 were missing but not yet identified as lost.
One item had been idbntified as lost, but the record had not yet been re-

conversion, that disrupt normal processes.

UseRs (PUSR)

label was placed over a volume number.
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This measure is not likely to be changed significantly by the introduction
of the OPAC, though failure and success at the catalog contribute to patron
attitudes about the library and can influence their behavior.

Toral PpRroRrrleNcE (PAVL)

PAVL is the total availability performance measure, and it reflects the
probability of finding a known itern in the library. It is the ratio of the num-
ber of items found to the number of items sought and is a product of the
other measures.

Patrons at Manderino Library have a 65 percent probability of a satisfac-
tory search for known items. This measure is good when compared to
many libraries that report a rate in the range of 50-60 percent. '' It may be
reasonable to expect a small academic library with a relatively homoge-
neous patron population to have a higher performance rate than a research
library where the collection is larger and the clientele are more diverse, but
the study should be performed at comparable libraries before conclusions
are drawn.

Rnu,lrrr,nY oF REsuLTs
Policies for collection development, acquisitions, circulation, and cata-

loging appear to be effective in relation to user needs at Manderino Li-
brary. Acceptable sample size resulted in a low percentage of error, and
the relative unobtrusiveness of the administration of the forms contributed
to reliability of the results. There was some concern over the large number
of forms (86) not returned, but the 146 (62 percent) received is better than
the 40-50 percent return rate reported by sbme studies.'u

Problems with circulation system light wands discovered during the last
week of the study made it possible that some of the items missing when the
study began and located later may actually have been checked out at the
time they were sought. It is also likely that some of the items recorded as
"circulating" may have been missing for other reasons. However deci-
sions were made, the product of the two measures affected (PCIR, PLIB)
was the same, and neither the overall performance rate nor the PCAT mea-
sure was changed.

There are questions and problems the study did not address that are im-
portant considerations for a library introducing an automated catalog.
What portion of the collection is never used and does an automated catalog
with keyword subject access affect this use pattern? How successful were
the patrons who were looking for items on a subject? How effective are our
reference services in dealing with patron problems at the catalog? How
often do users bypass the catalog and go directly to the shelves to find what
they want? Some means of measuring these and other factors are important
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to an accurate evaluation of library performance and of the OPAC's influ-
ence on that performance.

ColccLusroNs

their effects.

cess points and display of fields in the default format.
Records of eightbf the fourteen items users failed to identify atthe cata-

log contained incomplete or inaccurate location information, occurdng
m6re often in the OPAC than in the card catalog. In the card catalog, plas-
tic covers marked in red designate items in the reserve collection, and most
items in the reference, curriculum, or Pennsylvania collections are desig-

an item sought is in a special collection and suggests they check these areas
if they are unsuccessfrrl in finding them in the regular collection.

A schedule for regular system updates was planned to guarantee that the
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database accurately reflects the library's current holdings. A public infor-
mation mechanism (newsletter, online notices) for keeping patrons ap-
prised of scheduled "down time" for system modifications was also
planned.

The TEXTRIEVE programis designed to handle special characters such
as apostrophes and hyphens as word "separators," and diacritical marks
afe represented by a sequence of characters. This poses problems in
searches for terms that include these characters (for example, "audio-
visual" is not retrievable but "audiovisual" and "audio and visual" are).
The vendor agreed to make the necessary revisions in the program to pro-
vide solutions to these problems.

Plays or short novels in collections cannot be accessed dfuectly in the
OPAC, and searching by second author or series title is possible only as an
added entry. There were two instances of patrons who were unable to lo-
cate items the library owned because the items sought were part of an an-
thology or volume of collected works. A search in the card catalog by au-
thor made it possible to locate the titles in a contents note (not available for
all collections). The OPAC also displays a contents note but not in the
brief, default format.

Decisions about which fields should be indexed and displayed are very
important and must be made before the database and indexes are loaded,
though revisions can be made. Ideally, the online catalog can be searched
by any field, but restrictions on storage space and screen size and the re-
quirements of rapid retrieval and facility of use are factors that often render
the ideal implausible. Fields such as the series title can be added to the
indexes, but the debate about analyzing contents cannot be resolved imme-
diately. Users must be carefully instructed about the fields available in the
different formats and encouraged to check contents notes when they are
available. The feasibility of searching titles and authors in a contents note
was being studied.

The online catalog is an important innovation for libraries. The advan-
tages are undeniable, yet large investments in hardware, software, and
personnel are often poured into the automation process without a clear idea
of how the system affects the users. Frohmberg and Moffet found a typical
cycle of user reaction at a university library to be initial frustration fol-
lowed by a positive attitude toward the change as the benefits of the system
are experienced and, finally, a return to normal attitudes as new users, who
are unaware of the change, enter the university.'7 The measure of the qual-
ity of service the users experience as a result of the innovation is the true
indicator of successful implementation.

Though it is doubtful that the introduction of the online catalog will im-
prove the 96 percent success rate of catalog users at Manderino Lilbrary,
the system is related to other library functions, and the innovation can
make a difference in overall availability. One statistic that will be impor-
tant in analyzingthe system's impact is how well patrons make the switch
from card to automated catalog. Only 20 percent of the searches in this
study were performed at the online catalog, a proportion expected to dou-
ble or triple in the ensuing year. The study will be repeated in spring 1988
to reevaluate the program.

A successful online catalog is one that accurately represents the library's
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collection and allows patrons to find what they are looking for with mini
mal difficulty. When they cannot, the first responsibility of the library is to
eliminate the obstacles, and this is easier to accomplish in the early stages
of the project. When that is not possible, then user aids and instruction pro-
grams can help patrons to overcome the obstacles. Though the system in
operation at Manderino Library is unique, the problems are not. Measur-
ing the success of patrons and identifying the causes of their failure are
beneficial to individual libraries where innovation is underway.
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The Reproduction of Library
Materials in 1987:
A RLMS Perspective

Suzanne Cates Dodson

E
Lstablishing the boundaries for a survey of literature relevant to the work of the
Reproduction of Library Materials sectidn is no easy task. The common interests
between RLMS and the Preserfation of Library Materials Section in particular
btcomeespeciat]r3yl-ag as orre searches, and deciding what is appropriate for
the year's work in RLMS' areas of concern is often aptizle. choiies, tirerefore,

Itthe members of RLMS might find espe-
ar more than once, it is better than not at
I apologize and welcome a note about it so
vey.
roduction of library materials are consid-
bibliographic control, equipment, micro-
the technical production of microforms,
copyright, and new technologies like dig-

d to materials published in 1987, together
rate that 1986 lacks its ownaccountof the
:s prepared by Sinkule for micrographics
: technology (66), and Swora for optical
(155), the hiatus is less ofa problem than
>cial thanlcs are due to Lois Carrier, Uni-
k Pontius, Pennsylvania State University
f Congress for all their help in tracking

RLMS/PLMS
The concerns of RLMS and PLMS overlap, to the point where a possible merger

of the two sections was suggested and discussea (oty. So far the members"of
RLMS believe that our inteiests can still be best served by having our own, spe-
cialized. section.

MIcRoFoRMS IN LIBRARES
Micrographics-qd th9 place of microforms in libraries have traditionally been

major interests of RLMS. The section's program at the san Francisco conference
tackled the question of whether sparkling ndw technologies will supplant the reli-

Suzanne cates Dodson is Head, Government publications and Microforms and Acting
Preservation Librarian, university of British columbia Library, vancouver, canada.
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VI, CD-PROM, WORM, and DRAW (25).
Back in the everyday world, Mclntosh described visits to eleven libraries in

Canada and the United States, where she surveyed their microform facilities (96).

government publications stacks (16). Caldwell-Wood and Prather-Forbis talked
about the way in which Texas A&M University Library counts the microfiche col-
lection (33), and the results of numerous counts like theirs appeared for the Asso-
ciation of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) (2) and the Association of Re-
search Libraries (ARL) (12).

Draft guidelines for packing and shipping microforms were approved by the
Executive Committee of RLMS in June 1987 and were published (with a request
for comments) in R?SD Newsletter (62\.

BIBLIoGRAPHIC CoXTNOT,

One of the most welcome bits of news announced the signing of an agreement
between ARL and The Computer Company (TCC) of Richmond, Virginia, to cre-
ate machine-readable catalog records for "the monographic reports [1965-1983]
inthe National Register of Microform Masters . . . When completed, the project
will greatly facilitate the searching that is a necessary component of a national
preservation effort to preserve the contents of brittle books. . . . As the project
proceeds, LC's Cataloging Distribution Service will compile tapes and sell them
with no constraints on further reproduction or distribution to libraries, networks,
and other organizations (125, p.6-7).

Elsewhere, the State University of New York at Buffalo received a Title II-C
grant to creairte catalog records on the Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN) for General Microforms' Latin American Documents series (116) and
Stanford completed their Early American Imprints: Second Seies proiect (l2O).
The records have been keyed into RLIN and made available to the Online Com-
puter Library Center (OCLC). Title II-C grants were also awarded for a project to
-atalog the Goldsmiths'-Kress Library of Economic Literature (46). OCLC pub-
lished a brochure describing their Major Microforms Project (MMP) and the sets
that have been (or are being) cataloged (98). Volume 2 of Niles' index to collec-
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tions in microform appeared (124), as did a guide to microform titles in LC's Mi-
croform Reading Room (83). UMI produced a useful listing of the guides and in-
dexes to its research collections, including those to collections UMI has taken
over, e.g. from Microfilming Corporation of America and Bell & Howell (68).
G. K. Hall published Bibliographic Guide to Microform Publications 1986 (20),
which includes books and nonserial microforms cataloged during 1986 by the
New York Public Library NYPL) and LC. Salmon and Phillips described
NYPL's online public access to microform records (146)-g411gYP-an acro-
nym which must have given the kind of pleasure to its inventors that Nepeta ca-
taria does to most felines. An improvement to entries for microforms is the fact
that preservation information, including microform characteristics, can be re-
corded now in the USMARC format, using the 583 freld (133). For additional
references on bibliographic control see 45 , 47 , 128.

EeupurcNr
The big news here was no news. Many waited with growing impatience for the

often promised but never delivered Microcard/Microprint adaptor that would al-
low us to make prints from opaque microforms (101). At a meeting in San Antonio
this January one lucky person reported having received one, so we must assume
that it finally exists. Its appearance will come as a great relief to all with large
collections of opaque microforms.

An overview of other new equipment-readers, printers, and storage equipment
shown at the 1987 AIIM Equipment Exposition appeared inthe Micrographics
Newsletter (7). Library Technology Reports reviewed five new reader/printers
and provided updates on five others (90), Saffady edited volume ll of Micro-
graphics and Optical Storage Equipment Review (144) and Williams of Cimtech
in England provided his regular surveys ofnew technology: photocopiers, micro-
graphics equipment, optical disk, etc., and related matters, including copyright
(173, 174, 175). Reviews of three reader printers-the Bell & Howell ABR 1000
(29), the Minolta RP503 (63), and the 3M MFBl100 (30)-appearedin Informa-
tion Media and Technology. Broadhurst reviewed the Gemini II diazo fiche dupli-
cator, which uses a process free of ammonia (31). Micobra also has a duplicator
that dispenses with the usual aqueous ammonia (102). These machines could be
useful where fiche duplicating is done as a public service function and where am-
monia fumes can cause problems.

MIcROPT.IBLISHING

Microform Review remains the major source for information about new micro-
publications and reviews of micropublications, and anyone interested in what has
been produced over the past year should not fail to scan the 1987 issues. Choice
has begun to review micropublications (l2l). Chadwyck-Healey published, on
microfiche, more than 16,000 pages from hundreds of micropublishers' catalogs
(108). In specific areas, Ach described civil rights sources published by Univer-
sity Publications of America (1), Bourke covered genealogical materials available
at NYPL (26). Campanelli talked about the distribution of Securities and Ex-
change Commission data in microform (35), Luebbe brought readers up-to-date
on Canadian government publications in microforms (93), Troy discussed Ameri-
can Indian materials (161), and Sinkule and Moody reviewed the availability of
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) documents on microfiche (152).
Bourke also produced an overview of new publishing projects for scholarly re-
search (25). In other news Research Publications acquired Harvester (49), and
Lost Cause (50), and the U.S. government talked about the privatization of the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) (168), and the National Tech-
nical Information Service (NTIS) (64, 126, I27, 167). Additional references of
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interest cover music (94), history (111), and maps (166).

PnrsnnvlrroN MICROFILMING

Preservation, especially preservation microfilming, formed the subject of
countless publications. James Billington, the thirteenth Librarian of Congress,
talked ofthe vital need to preserve the records that constitute "the legacy ofthe
past in our time, not just a marginal luxury item for the casually curious, but an
unrenewable natural resource indispensable to all of u s' ' (21 , p . 1 ) . The urgency of
the siruation was vividly presented in SIow Fires: On the Preservation of the Hu-
man Record (153), a film narrated by Robert MacNeil and aired on the PBS net-
work in December. Trojan reviewed the film, commenting that the "issue of mi-
crofilming is debated at length. Child, assistant director of the Smithsonian
Institution Libraries, points to its strengths as a low-cost, proven technology for
preserving the'information content of books"' (16O,p.73-74). Weinberg, writ-
ing about the National Archives declared that "The self-destruction of paper can
only be countered by massive microfilming projects' ' (17 | , p.l7) . And Winter-
ble, reporting on the meeting ofthe Commission on Preservation and Access, said
that "Microfrlming was reaffirmed as the 'best technology now available' to cap-
ture the contents of vast numbers of brittle books" (176, p.6). The Council on
Library Resources (CLR) received a grant of $300,000 from the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation to support the commission (176, p.6).

The Research Libraries Group's preservation activities were discussed in
"Preservation: The Battle to Save the Nation's Libraries" (136). Weber covered
the ARL and ALA statement to the Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education,
Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives, March 3,
1987 (170). During these hearings witnesses testified that microfilm is the prefer-
red preservation medium for brittle books (163). (Unfornrnately, Barbara Tuch-
man, one of the people interviewed in Slow Fires, was less than enthusiastic about
microhlm.) Elsewhere Calmes evaluated various media presently available (34).
Child believes that the personnel, experience, and facilities exist now to support a
national preservation microfrlming program (4 I ).

Although information on developing and implementing preservation program
increases steadily, a survey of sixtythree ARL libraries discovered that many lack
well-established programs. Furthermore, the directors often seemed unaware of
existing help ( I 1 ) . Gwinn produced an excellent work on the subj ect (70) . Montori
compiled a lengthy bibliography on preservation, with references to microfilm-
ing, film types, and processes (1 l0). A new ARL SPEC Kit has just been released
(132), and a new edition of Columbia University Library's The Preservqtion of
Library Materials: A CUL Handbook, has been published (134). The MG Preser-
vation Manual (142) gives especially good coverage to microfilming, with accu-
rate and up-to-date information. Gertz prepared a cost study of the University of
Michigan's brittle book microfilming program (67), while Byrnes and Elkington
described the measures taken at Michigan to contain costs (32).

Specific projects were covered by Clack, who described the U.S. Newspaper
Program (43); Bagnall, who wrote about the American Philological Association's
project to preserve important materials in classical studies published from 1850 to
1918 (17); Bell, who discussed the preservation oflocal history in Kentucky (19);
Holley, who covered Utah's newspaper project (77); Kaebnick, who described
the work of the Hill Monastic Manuscript Library (81); Markham, who talked
about the American Theological Library Association Preservation Board's na-
tionwide cooperative preservation microfilming project (103), Terrill-Breuer,
who explained how University Fublications of America selects archival American
history materials for filming (156); Wolff, who reported on the International Fed-
eration of Library Associations and Institutions' (IFLA) role in promoting the mi-
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crofilming of newspapers around the globe (177); and Cunningham, who consid-
ered the preservation ofnewspaper clippings (56).

Both the University of Chicago (165) and the Northeast Document Conserva-
tion Center (122) announced increased capacities for preservation microfilming
and the ability to handle work for libraries needing this service. The Mid-Atlantic
States Cooperative Preservation Service received a grant of $584,000 from Exxon
(48).

The monetary help provided for preservation microfiltning reported in 1987
was impressive. Many institutions received NEH grants to microfilm newspapers
as part of the U.S. Newspaper Program-an estimated $6.4 million by early 1987
(123).In addition, a large number received grants for avaiety of projects. Good
sources for information about grants received are C&RLNews (119) andNational
Preseryation News (1I3, Ll4).

TEcHNTcAL PnooucrroN oF MTcRoFoRMS

1986 marked the sixtieth anniversary of the invention of the first commercially
successful microfilming camerd (172).ln keeping with increasing awareness of
the fragility of printed materials is also a growing concern for the long-term pres-
ervation of the microfilm. The Image Permanence Institute, established in 1985
(5), recently received $98,798 from NEH to fund a project evaluating the use of
selenium treatment in prolonging the storage life of silver gelatin microfilm (l13,
p.8) and $41,830 from the National Historical Publications and Records Commis-
sion for a study ofdegradation ofcellulose acetate safety photographic films in use
since the 1930s (118). Elsewhere, Thomas discussed the use of the methylene blue
test for archival frlm quality (157) and l.eary described work at the National Ar-
chives in Washington, including the use of potassium iodide in the fixing bath dur-
ing film processing to provide protection against the development of redox blem-
ishes and experiments with selenium sulfate toning "as a means of providing even
greater protection against image deterioration" (88, p.290). Ker explained how
gold toning of the hlm of the Domesday Book is expected to increase its resistance
to attack from external agents by ten times (84). AIIM produced a useful compila-
tion of articles published between 1963 and 1987 on the maladies with which silver
gelatin film may be afflicted (109). Among them is one on the image stability of
silver materials (60).

Cibachrome could be the most stable color film available today (42, 162). Gunn
outlined the relative merits of cellulose acetate versus polyester base for silver
halide film (69), Thomas discussed splices (158), the Mid-Atlantic Preservation
Service considered the choice ofsilver, diazo, or vesicular films for service copies
(100), and Xidex explained the reasons for microf,rche curl (105). Additional
items of interest can be found in these references: 7 I. 7 6. lO7 .

SuNomns
Standards play an important part in the production and storage of microforms of

all kinds, as Schowen points out (147). But recognizing the need for standards
does not always mean that they are followed, as James found in her study of frlm-
ing practices of U.S. state and local government agencies (80). Lowell also ad-
dressed the question oflocal records and what is being done in Prbservation Needs
in State Archives (91).

A fair number ofnew and revised standards were published in 1987. Shaffer
prepared a report for RLMS in which he described the work of American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) (150). Shaffer noted particularly that at last ANSI/AIIM MS111 appeared:
Recommend.ed Practicefor Microfilming Prtnted Newspapers on 3Smm MicrofiIm
(139). He also pointedbut that ANSI fTS.t-1987, American National Standard
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for Photography (Film), Silver GelatinType-Specificationsfor Stability (9), in-
corporatesthreeolderstandards, i.e., PHl.28-1984, PHl.41-1984, andPHl.66-
1985. Anyone interested in American standards for microfilming will find them
listed in a free catalog ofpublications for sale by AIIM (6). Shaffer also described
the current work of ISO/TC 171 (ISO Technical Committee l7l-Micrographics)
and WG 3 (Working Group 3-Applications in Libraries), which has four docu-
rhents in process: microfilming of newspapers; color film; graphic symbols used
in microfrlming; and microfilming documents on 16mm and 35mm film. Courtot
(54), AIIM director, Standards and Technology and Kruger (85) also commented
on the work of ISO/TC 171/WG 3. The scope of TC 171 was broadened to include
"Standardization of documents and images on microforms and other optical me-
dia" (79 , p. 1). Lack of standards for optical disks was a problem, delaying the
implementation of systems (148).

Looking to the future, Adelstein discussed the "Status of Permanence Stan-
dards (4)." He also described the move to raise the maximum permissible
thiosulfate concentration limit for archival film. A small amount of residual hypo
is now believed to be beneficial in increasing a film's resistance to redox blem-
ishes (3).

PnorocoprcRs AND PHorocoPYtr{c

Color photocopiers are big news. As Crix said, "It's all happening in the color
copiermarket!" (55, p.221). Thisreviewbeginswithanexplanationof different
color copying processes, describes the main features of copiers currently avail-
able, and concludes with some notes on copiers expected soon. Also of consider-
able interest for preservation photocopying is "Bookmark," a device developed
jointly by the British Library's Humanities and Social Sciences Reprographic
Centre and Select Information Systems, called "the ultimate in equipment for
copying from very fragile or tightly bound books" (51, p.5).

Subt discussed quality control ofphotocopies for archival purposes (154), the
results of a study done by the USGPO for the National Archives and Records Ser-
vice, and McColgin considered archival paper for photocopies (95). Of special
interest are the papers from the December 9, 1986, conference of the U.S. Na-
tional Archives and Records Administration, "Preservation Photocopying in Li-
braries and Archives" (135). Additional references on this topic include 89, 159,
and 169.

TBr.Er.lcsnrn n
Henshaw chronicled the use of telefacsimile in libraries over the last 40 years

(73), while Boss and Espo talked about the recent history and major issues in its
use-need, copy quality, and cost (24). Cawkell produced a review and an update
on the technology (38). Anand described a project involving the use oftelefac-
simile for interlibrary loan and document delivery at the National Library of Can-
ada (10) and Ferguson reported on five projects using electronic information de-
livery systems (65). Sponsored by the Fred Meyer Charitable trust, five
states-Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington-are involved.
Hessler (75) and Lu (92) discussed the integration of microcomputers and telefac-
simile machines.

Copvmcnt

In the U.S., the Copyright Office of LC held hearings on the issue of library
photocopying. "Under section 108 (i) of the 1976 Copyright Act, the Register of
Copyrights is required to report to Congress at five-year intervals on the extent to
which section 108 of the act-which permits certain reproduction of copyrighted
works by libraries-is achieving a balance between 'the rights of creators and the
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svstem. and the colon classification (cC) leads Shepherd(1987)-to conclude that
dCli.irar *;;"hg; *ith trigtt"r reiall'and lower precision than searches in

War.
in" ftrur edition of the ZC Classification Outline enumerates classes and sub-

ctursir or*re I-cC scheduGs as of Jily 1986 (LC SCD 1986b). The fifth edition of
Cioss n, Medicine,available since htb 1986, enumerates the subclasses of class R
(LC SCD 1986a).'At 

ttt" IFLA Section on Classification and Indexing' Nancy Williamson re-
po.t"Jon ft"i project to determine if LCC can be used in online information re-
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trieval. Project phases are: (1) to identiff characteristics of LCC that affect its
manipulation and use online, and (2) to convert a sample of LCC schedules into
machine-readable form (Beall 1987).

Jolande E. Goldberg, Law Classification Specialist at LC, provides a commen-
tary on the recently published KJ-KKZ regional schedules for the law of Europe
"to minimize the difficulties of classifiers and catalogers who are beginning to
apply numbers without benefit of an index or introductory guidelines" (Goldberg
1987 ,90).

Culberg and Stewart (1987) discuss diffrculties experienced using LC classifi-
cation for children's materials at the Chicago Public Library and propose that spe-
cial juvenile numbers paralleling the full classification be developed throughout
the schedules to educate children in the use of LCC.

Staff members of the Rasmuson Librarv. University of Alaska-Fairbanks, de-
scribe an alternate classification scheme ihey devised to replace portions of the
LCC PM Schedule for Alaska native languages and related language materials
(Lincoln 1987). The overall format of LCC's QB schedule for Astronomy "still
bears the imprint of its origin in late Victorian times' ' according to Crovisier and
Intner (1987, 23); the authors discuss why the schedule has this appearance, iden-
tify current areas ofastronomy research that are not supported by the schedule,
and suggest changes to accommodate current research.

The American Fiction Project (AFP) of Ohio State University identifies Ameri-
can fiction titles published from 1901 through 1925 with the assistance of OCLC
researchers (Smith, Vizine-Goetz, and O'Neill 1987). Computer algorithms
searched the OCLC Online Union Catalog and retrieved an estimated 3(X) relevant
titles that were previously unknown to AFP. OCLC researchers recommend two
measures to characterize the dispersion of a classification system when mapped to
a second classification (O'Neill, Dillon, and Vizine-Goetz 1987) . They describe a
test of the measures in which the library science portions of LCC (26555-2718.8)
and DDC (020-029) are compared and suggest two possible applications of the
measures for classification conversion tasks and for broidening a search in re-
trieval environments.

A U.S. Information Center for the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) is
now located at the College of Library and Information Services at the University
of Maryland and serves as a referral center for UDC inquiries and a repository for
UDC schedules and relatedpublications ("U.S. Information" 1986). BS 1000 M,
the classified part of the English edition of the new International Medium Edition
of the UDC, is now available in both printed and machine-readable formats.
Henrikson (1987) notes that if machine-readable classification tools are to be used
effectively, publishers ofthose classifications must develop all relevant tools in
machine-readable form, libraries must obtain computer resources to support the
classification, and additional research must be done to discover methods of ex-
ploiting these new tools.

Harris (1987) introduces the Dickens House Classification (DHC), a faceted
classification to support an extensive collection of Charles Dickens literature. A
classification for three-dimensional vision and imaging (3-D) is devised by Lo-
renz (L987), who, like the creator of DHC, thinks existing classification systems
are not sufficiently comprehensive for specific topics. Chandler (1987) reviews
classification schemes employed in local studies (local history) libraries in the
United Kingdom.

SrmmCr II-EADn.{GS AND
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Many of the activities of the Subject Cataloging Division (SCD) of the Library
of Congress (LC) reported here center on by-products and services resulting from
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LC's implementation of an online subject authority system in 1986.
LC has made a number of changes to terminology used in LC weekly lists and in

the microfiche Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSfi ("LCSH" 1987,
54). The phrase May Subd Geog replaces the term Indirect to indicate that a sub-
ject may be subdivided by place. The terms see, sa, x, and,xx, for references and
tracings, are now USE (see), UF (used for, formerly x), BT (broader term, for-
merly.rx), RT(relatedterm, formerlyxx andsa) andN7(narrowerterm, formerly
sa). Future dditions of ZCSFIwill contain this more understandable terminology.

Much of update number I to Subject Cataloging Manunl: Subject Headings,
revised edition, issued by LC in February 1987 concerns procedures for creating
and revising subject authority records in the online system (LC SCD 1987c).
Other topics addressed are revisions to the lists of free-floating subdivisions used
under pattern headings and a new instruction sheet listing free-floating subdivi-
sions tlat may be used under classes ofpersons. Catalogers' positive reception of
the Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject Headings led SCD to publish a similar
manual that deals with shelflisting. Sabject Cataloging Manual: Sheffiisting (LC
SCD.1987b) provides practical guidelines for creating cutters consistent with LC
pracuce.

In June 1987, LC's Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS) announced the de-
velopment of CDMARC Subjeas, a prototype CD-ROM product containing the
LC subject authorities database ("CDMARC" 1987). Several library test sites
are evaluating the retrieval software, scre€n displays, and general usefulness of
the product. CDMARC Subjects , fully cumulated and updated quarterly, should be
available in 1988.

At a Subject Analysis Committee (SAC) meeting during the 1987 American Li
brary Association (ALA) Midwinter Meeting, LC first revealed that it was consid-
ering a proposal to change from indirect geographic subdivision to direct local
subdivision ("Direct" 1987a). Explaining that indirect subdivision may be no
longer necessary with fhe retrieval capabilities available in online catalogs, LC
invited comment from the library community on this issue. Studwell (1987e) dis-
cusses the pros and cons of LC's proposal. Having evaluated response from the
library community, LC announced at a recent ALA committee meeting that it
would continue to use indirect subdivision for the following reasons: (1) many
libraries still use card catalogs, (2) several online catalogs do not have keyword
searching with truncation, and (3) the amount of work required to update both card
and online catalogs is probably not justified ("Direct" 1987b).

No separate listing ofperiod subdivisions established by LC has been produced
since 1976 when all were printed inthe 1974-76 supplement to LCSH. Since then
period subdivisions have appeared in the main volumes of LCSH. However, a new
edition of ZC Peiod Subdivisions under Names of Places (LC SCD 1987a) is cur-
rently available. Additional period subdivisions for Canada's regions, provinces,
and territories are proposed as are additions to period subdivision for individual
Amencan states (Studw ell, 1987b-c).

A proposal to change the authorities format calls for changes to byte 2 (Earlier
Cataloging Rules Code) of control subfield gw to provide a means of indicating
that a 4XX tracing is an earlier form in which a name heading was established, or
an earlier form in which a subject heading was established ("Marc" 1987).

LCSH once again received positive and negative reactions. While calling for the
development ofa theoretical code for LC subject headings, Studwell, in a series of
short articles (1987a,d,f), commends LC for improvements in structure, termi-
nology, and specificity, and for its publication of the Subject Cataloging Manual.
Benemann (1987) suggests LC's subject headings for current cataloging reflect
1980s American society.

Henige (1987) proposes a periodic review ofLCSfIby librarians and scholars as
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a possible remedy for inaccurate and inconsistent LC subject headings and cross
references. In a response, LC reaffrms its willingness to correct truly erroneous
headings, reviews the purpose of LCSH, and defends the scholarly credentials of
its subject catalogers ("LC Response" 1987).

Based on a survey of current usage and an analysis of reference source titles,
Chammou (1987) ioncludes that 'TMiddle East"- should replace LC's current
"Near East" heading. Teen-related language in ZCSII is examined for inconsis-
tencies and bias, and subject headings for teen-related works established by Hen-
nepin County Library and LC are compared (Berman 1987). Huston (1987) de-
scribes prejudice in LCSH.

Herz (1987) investigates the use of ICSII for books of and about scientific illus-
tration in several Boston area urt libraries. She reports that "while each uses a
number of subject headings provided by LCSFI, these rarely provide a clear path to
relevant materials" and that the subject heading "Scientific illustration" is under-
used in smaller libraries and in art libraries with few scientifically oriented materi-
als (Herz 1987,239).

Khosh-khui (1986) analyzes a sample of subject headings in LC MARC records
to study the relationship between the specificity of subject headings and the total
number of headings assigned to a monographic item. The hndings indicate that
more specifrc subject headings (i.e., those with more subdivisions, words, or
characters) do not reduce the average number ofheadings per record. A follow-up
study reports no significant relationship between the length of LCC and DDC no-
tations and the degree ofsubject specificity (Khosh-khui 1987).

SusJEcr Aunronrrv Conrnor. TIrRoucH LCSH
Topical and geographical subject headings in bibliographic records are sampled

from a large research library's shelflist and compared to the tenth edition ofZCSIl
to provide data for libraries planning to implement automated subject authority
control through LSCH-w (Frost and Dede 1987). The researchers ascertain the
extent to which complete headings, main headings, and subdivisions match
LSCH.

The Council on Library Resources (CLR) awarded a grant to the University of
Michigan School of Information and Library Studies and OCLC Online Computer
Library Center to explore automated techniques to guide online users from their
search terms to the subject headings and term relationships in ICSI{-mr ("CLR"
1987). The initial phase of the research is a statistical analysis of LCSH-mr rec-
ords, A subsequent phase determines how subject headings in authority records
and in bibliographic records can be linked effectively and manipulated by users of
online bibliographic systems.

Catalogers in a large research library analyze subject headings in OCLC mem-
ber contributed records input by research, academic, and public libraries to deter-
mine the number and type of revisions performed to achieve conformance with
local practices (Salas-Tull and Halverson 1987). The findings indicate that less
than 5 percent ofthe subject headings require revision for tagging, spelling, and
capitalization variations.

SusJEcr SBmcruNc rN ONLINE Clralocs

A smorgasboard of tactics to further online database searches is described
(Bates 1987). For searches producing too few or no postings Bates recommends
looking for spelling and spacing variants of entered terms and using truncation.
Walker (1987) suggests similar techniques for improving subject access in online
catalogs. Automatic stemming, synonym and cross-reference tables, and
Soundex-based correction of keying errors are explored using two versions of
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Okapi, a control and experimental system (Walker and Jones 1987). The control
system incorporates weak stemming (i.e., the removal of s, ed, and fng from
search terms) and the experimental system supports both weak and strong stem-
ming (additional removal other suffixes), synonym and cross-reference tables,
and automatic spelling correction. An evaluation of the two systems' search
results leads the researchers to conclude that all the techniques could be employed
as recall improvement devices in online catalogs.

Two companion studies investigate student and faculty use of subject searching
in a university card and online catalog. A comparison between members of a
science/engineering faculty and of a humanities/social science faculty reveals
that, while about equal percentages ofboth groups use subject searching in card
and online catalogs, science/engineering faculry members are more likely to use it
frequently in both types of catalog (Frost 1987 a) . When students were asked about
subject searching in the online catalog, a majority indicated that they are unaware
of LCSH as the source of the catalog's subject terms even though they frequently
search by subject (Frost 1987b). The top three catalog enhancements most prefer-
red by both faculty and students are "(1) the capability to combine subject terms;
2) the inclusion of a brief summary of the book's content in the catalog record; and
3) a feature for viewing a list of terms that the catalog uses as subject headings"
(Frost 1987b, 62).

Impact of an online subject catalog in a large research library is assessed by
studying catalog use before and after the introduction of the online system (Lipetz
and Paulson 1987). Results of this study confirm previous findings that users read-
ily accept online subject catalogs and that the proportion of subject searches con-
ducted increases with the introduction ofonline searching. The authors attribute
the increase in subject searches to use by previous nonusers ofthe public catalog.

A study of online catalog use at a Saudi Arabian university shows subject
searching to be che most frequent search pattern (Ashoor 1987).

Another study examines the use of a printed PRECIS index and shelf browsing
in a university library as a basis for an examination of online subject searching
behavior (Hancock 1987). About 44 percent of PRECIS users formulate a search
broader than their expressed topic and 52 percent an exact match. Of those who
initiate their searches at the shelves, 65 percent take a broad search strategy.
Searchers tend to retain their broad search strategy as they match their queries to
titles, consequenfly producing more matches but often fail to retrieve books whose
entire contents are more specifically on their topic of interest.

Logan (1987) describes the development of subject searching and subject au-
thority control in LCS, the online library catalog of the Ohio State University.
Online catalog design features and users' mental processes that contribute to er-
rors are discussed with respect to a study of first-time users of LCS (Janosky,
Smith and Hildreth 1986). Orly 44 percent of users instructed to find all books on
"television, cable" complete a successful subject search.

Hildreth (1987) reviews the state-of-the-art in online catalogs and recommends
multiple search approaches that combine the use of free-text search words, subject
headings, and class numbers to optimize subject rctrieval. Dwyer (1987) offers
numerous suggestions for improving online catalogs to stimulate effective library
use. Results of card and online catalog use studies are summarized by Lewis
(1987). He concludes thatthe next generition of online catalogs will be defined by
improvements in subject searching capabilities. Wykoff (1987) traces the role of
subject headings in online searching, suggesting the best years for controlled vo-
cabularies are still to come.

Guidelines for online catalog displays are presented with examples of different
types of displays, including displays of subject authority data (Matthews 1987).
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Orrrrn SusJEcr HEADING SYsruus
AND SuBJEcr AccEss Appnoectms

An analysis of MARC records with summary or contents notes reveals that such

facilitate patron access and to permit the physical integration of software into the
collection.

The need for better subject access to fiction is the focus ofthree articles. Intner

vocabulary used by health professionals on hospital charts are MeSH-related
terms. A separate analysis of MeSH term usage patterns shows that an increase in
postings of existing terms does not predict areai likely to have new terms added
(Backus, Davidson, and Rada 1987). The researchers also find that patterns of
MEDLINE searching fail to correlate with the distribution of terms in MeSH
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and Miller 1987), which hopes to develop interactive knowledge-based syste_ms
for computer-assisted indexing of medical literature indexed in the MEDLINE
database.

slides and tests PRECIS as a subject access approach.
The appearance of the eleventh edition of the Thesaurus of ENC Descriptors

(Educational 1987) coincides with the twentieth anniversary of the ERIC data-
base. "The 1987 edition contains 9,459 vocabulary terms, of which 5,296 ate
main-entry Descriptors and 4,163 are non-indexable. . . . This edition also re-
flects several hundred Scope Note and cross-reference modifications to earlier

ized vocabulary for describing topics of special concern to women. The thesaurus
is designed to use entry forms appropriate for automated retrieval systems and to
be compatible with existing controlled vocabularies whenever possible. Terms
are presented in alphabetical, permuted, hierarchical, subject group, use/do not
use, and delimiter displays.

The sixth edition ofihe Manual and List of Subject Headings Used onthe Woods
Cross Reference Cards (Woods 1987) is published in response to changes brought
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IN MEMORIAM:
BETTY CARHART

large,.new school in south suburban Chicago and served as secretary of the
American Association of School Librariani.
_-Betty spent a year as the assistant cataloger at Roosevelt University in
Chicago and in 1965 became chief catalogeiat the Center for Research Li-
braries. In tlis capacity, she oversaw the -ompilation of and edited the frrst
printed catalogs of the CRL. Settting in the-New York area in her later
years, Betty edited two editions of theMetro Cap catalog-a record of coop-
erative holdings of expensive and seldom held research materials in particl-
pating libraries-as well as doing extended substitute work in academic li-
braries.

Active in the lnternational Federation of Library Associations and Orga-
nizations (IFLA), Betty visited libraries in most countries of Western Eu-
rope as well as several in Eastern Europe.

Surviving are Betty's husband of twenty-eight years, Forrest F. Carhart,
Jr., ofDenver, anda daughter, Sharon.
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Research Methodology
in Technical Services:
The Case of 1987

Geraldene Walker and Judith Hudson

deliberately excluded.

RESEARcH Dnsrcx

jor problem, common to all research in the social sciences, is the need to control-environmental 
factors and use sociological, psychological, and behavioral varia-

bles. Most of the research reported this year falls into these two categories.

Clur,ocrnc
The themes in cataloging research reported here are similar to those of the past

few years: evaluation oithe impact of a-utomation, identifrcation of more efficient
cataloging procedures, and efforts to improve access and to automate procedures

Geraldene Walker is Assistant Professor, School of Information Science and Policy, and
Judith Hudson is Head, Cataloging Department, University Libraries, at the University at
Albany, State University of New York.
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further. Cataloging studies fell into two categories: surveys and field studies. The
surveys used mailed questionnaires.
- { study of the use of academic dissertations by extramural scholars, presented
by Repp and Glaviano (25), includes, in a clearly identifiable fashion, dl the ele-

. most dissertations are used to produce other scholarly and theoretical work;
o dissertations are borrowed most heavily by Association of Research Li-

braries (ARL) members, but also by other university libraries;
. more recent dissertations are requested more frequently;
. access is achieved more often through indexes and abstracts, most commonly

through Dissertation Abstracts International (DAI) and its related products,
than through other sources; and,

sions of the shelflist frles. Criteria that determined when to close the shelflist were
the drain on resources when two systems were maintained, filing backlogs, per-
centage ofthe collection covered by the online database, and stability and func-
tionality of the online system. The authors suggest that functions of the shelflist
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may seem more difficult to replicate because system requirements for an online

CONSER in upgrading records. Copies of each upgraded record were compared
with the originals and changes by tag and type were tallied. On the basis of their

preferences.
OCLC reported a number of research projects in progress involving use of its

Online Union Catalog (l). Two studies were experimental while the rest were de-
scriptive.

The presence of bibliographic records in the OCLC database and the rate that
institutional symbols are added to them were determined by monitoring records

was noted each week. Most of the titles were present in the database at the time
they were announced. Fiction titles had significantly more holdings symbols than
health science titles. Taking the sample as a whole, a relationship between the date
that the record entered the database and the number of holdings became apparent.
Surprisingly, the records entered earliest and those most recently entered had
fewer holdings symbols than those entered during an intermediate period. Analy-
sis continues, but the findings so far confirm that cataloging records for most U. S .
trade publications are available in the OCLC database.

Two experimental studies are investigating automatic cataloging from title
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pages. Weibel (38) developed and tested a prototype system that generates de-
scriptive cataloging from machine-readable monograph title-page images. The
system was designed to identify seven bibliographic subfields in the title, imprint,
and edition fields of a MARC record. The tasks involved capturing a page image
in machine-readable form, identiffing functionally related text strings from the
page image, and assigning the text strings to appropriate bibliographic subfields.
The title pages were encoded into preprocessing datafiles, which were then read
into data structures called rokens. Thetokens, which reflect the position, size, font
style and case ofeach character string on the page, are then added together until
the font style or font size changes or vertical white space separating successive
tokens exceeds a specified threshold. Bibliographic subfields are identified by ap-
plying a set of sixteen rules to each of the combined tokens. Initial tests were run
with a sample of twenty-six monographs. Overall, 75 percent of the fields were
selected correctly, and half of the title pages were captured correctly. Preliminary
results of the project indicate that title pages have a discernable grammar and that a
majority of them can be processed using a limited set of rules based on that gram-
mar.
, An ongoing project reported by Svenonius (33) investigating automatic catalog-

ing involves derivation of name access points from machine-readable title pages of
English-language monographs. The research asks ifcriteria can be specified for
extracting names of individuals and corporate bodies making significant contribu-
tions to the creation of the monograph from machine-readable title pages, and if
title-page data are adequate for automatic generation of appropriate name access
points. Assumptions of the project are carefully delineated, and the independent
variables identified. Sample size was determined statistically and stratified sam-
ples of equal size were drawn from a large public library and a research library
system. All personal and corporate names, together with locational and contextual
information were gathered from each title page. The names were run against two
computer algorithms, one for personal names and another for corporate names.
The names were then compared with data collected from OCLC records input by
the National Library of Medicine (NLM) for each title in the sample. Analysis of
the data is in progress, and preliminary results indicate that the algorithms cor-
rectly identified 93 percent ofthe personal names and 80 percent ofthe corporate
names. Conversely, only a few names found on the title pages were not used by LC
or NLM.

In the past few years, a number of libraries have enhanced subjea access to
records in their online systems by adding data from tables of contents (4, 23). A
research project now underway evaluates the effectiveness ofthis type ofenhance-
ment (16). Online catalog records for a sample of library science and journalism
monographs are being enhanced with tables ofcontents that can be displayed and
searched in an online system. Tables of contents are being entered in two steps,
with the most general level first (e.g., chapter headings) and the more detailed
levels second (e.g., chapter units). Once the sample entry is completed the evalua-
tion will compare the enhanced system with the same one without the tables of
contents. A user survey also will be conducted to assess reactions to the enhanced
online system.

The extent and nature of variation from LC practice in the formulation and as-
signment of subject headings in the OCLC database is under investigation by Chan
(5). Four hypothetical patterns of variation have been postulated. A sample of
MARC records contributed by libraries other than LC were selected and checked
after a few months in the database to determine if they had been replaced by LC
records. LC records found were paired with the original records and compared to
note the types ofvariation, to codify the pattern ofeach variation, and to tabulate
the extent of variation within each pattern. The project may serve as a pilot study
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for future investigations of subject headings on a larger scale or as a model for
studies of variations in assigning classification numbers by OCLC member li-
braries.

A similar methodology was used by Salas-Tell and Halverson (26) in a careful
study of revisions made to subject headings on member records in the OCLC data-
base. In an effort to evaluate the need for revision of subject headings assigned by
OCLC member libraries, the study was designed to determine the total number of
subject headings being revised, the categories ofrevisions, and the amount of sub-
ject heading revision necessary for records input by research, other academic, and
public libraries . A random sample of records from the library' s local database was
compared with original records on OCLC. Nl AACKL records input by member
libraries were retrieved and sorted by type of library. Records from each type of
library were compared with the original record on OCLC. The results of the study
are explained clearly. Capitalization of subject headings and errors of form in geo-
graphic headings were the most common errors. Few tagging errors and no spell-
ing errors were found. Overall, about 20 percent of the records required revision.
Those input by research libraries required the least revision while public library
records required the most changes. On the basis of the findings of this study cata-
loging procedures were changed to accept cooperative copy without revision. The
authors suggest that catalogers at other libraries may wish to make the same analy-
ses and suggest that loss of subject access, effectiveness of cataloging routines,
ratio ofcooperative cataloging records to total records processed, and acceptable
error rate be considered before procedures are changed.

Sunpcr ANar,vsrs
Subject access research in 1987 tended to be more experimental in nature, test-

ing a range of variables in controlled environments. Two large ongoing research
projects, supported by major institutions responsible for the production oflarge
bibliographic databases (OCLC and NLM), are worth reporting in some detail in
view of their highly developed methodology and their potential to engender re-
search in a variety of subject-related areas.

The Indexing Aid Project (12) sponsored by NLM is probably the most innova-
tive and ambitious of this year's investigations. It is aimed at developing and test-
ing an interactive knowledge-based system for computer-assisted indexing and re-
trieval of journal material in the MEDLINE database. It resulted from
identification of problems with the standards and consistency of current manual
indexing and still is in a developmental stage.

An experimental, frame-based knowledge representation language, FrameKit,
is used enabling development of a set of data structures (the frames) derived from a
computerized knowledge base, which can be viewed as an extension of MeSH
terms. These frames make it possible to express explicitly the multidimensional
relationships among concepts and to build other document-specific frames that
provide online assistance for indexers. Indexing rules are encoded in the system,
providing the possibility of interactive indexing.

Three types of entities are represented in the system: documents, knowledge,
and journals. Generic frames comprise the knowledge base; there is one generic
document frame and one generic journal frame. Frames are linked to related
framesbys/ots, whichidentifythetypeof relationship (author, title, source, etc.).
The knowledge-base frames represent indexable knowledge entities in the medical
domain for processes, procedures, biological structures, and chemical sub-
stances. These are the same sorts of entities that appear in MeSH, but are encoded
as a semantic network, where relationships are expressed explicitly.

At the indexing stage, the system brings knowledge entities to the indexer's at-
tention and suggests associated relations with slots in the frames. Indexers enter
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values in response to the suggestions, which cause the display of additional
frames. The indexer inputsfire rules, which are checked when values are added.
Based on these rules, the values are either incorporated as new slots or rejected as
elrors. The system also incorporates inheritance (a basic conceptof the MeSHttee
structure), i.e., the ability to-automatically transfer slots and their contents based

from natural language input.
The second project is a statistical analysis sponsored by OCLC Q2). It com'

pares the effectiveness of two different measures for characterizing the dispersion
of a class from one classification scheme when it is transferred to a second
scheme. The two schemes compared are the Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC) and the Library of Congress Classification (LCC). Two measures were
developed based on: distance-an adaptation of the statistical measure of variance
(standard deviation) to measure the physical spread of a class from one system
when represented in the other; and scatter-using rank-frequency analysis, to
identify the spread of a class in one system among the classes of the second system.

The measures were tested using a portion of the LC MARC Class File created at
OCLC. It contains a record for each LC MARC record added to the OCLC Online
Union Catalog before April 1984 that met the following criteria:

1. Bibliographic level m, meaning monograph material.
2. Encoding level "blank" or I, meaning the most complete records from the

Library of Congress.
3. Fields 050 and 082 present, meaning "official" LCC and DDC numbers

assigned at the Library of Congress.
The database consisted of 10,797 records from the field of Library Science
(2662-1000 .5 in LCC and 02O-029 in DDC) , with an overlap of 7 ,283 records.

Large numbers of items were found to fall within a relatively few large classes
and interest centered on those classes containing three or more items. A compari-
son of the two measures identified four dispersion patterns: (1) low distance and

of an outlying topic requiring special treatment.
The authors conclude that the measures tested are effective in identifying classes

that map badly and classes that map well between the two systems. The other two
groups need further investigation. The next stage is a move to the full LC MARC
flle to test the application of the measures in other subject areas. Potential uses for
such algorithms are automatic conversions from one scheme to the other or using
class numbers to broaden a search in an online retrieval environment. However,
any classification scheme is bound to have a percentage ofdistributed relatives,
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Such information will affect indexing of and file design for'subject authority
records from the machine-readable LCSH and provide recommendations for
searching and the manipulation of user inquiries when they are not expressed in
the "correct" controlled vocabulary.

AurHoRrry CoNrnol

authority information might play in retrieving records under that form of the
name. Further analysis will include the effect of name indexes on retrieval and the
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needed special treatment.
Once basic decisions were reached on a standardized screen format and the con-

The full report of this project (6) includes many more display designs, hundreds
of sample screens, and more complete explanation than in this artiile.It also in-
cludes three additional categories of statistical information-holdings room, field

Taking a similar pragmatic approach based on a queuing model developed by
earlier writers (17,36), Taylor(34)comparesthenumberofonline catalogtermi-
nals required for sixteen different service plans. Two groups ofpolicies are dis-
cussed: the average time a client must wait for a terminal (four variants); and the

stances.

Farly studies ofcard cataTog use led to the theory that subject access was of
relatively little value to users, but more recent studies ofonline catalogs revealed a
radical change. This research found subject searching and title searching were
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well used, especially by those who were frequent catalog users. Graduate students
made least use of subject searching. Very few users assumed that a zero result
meant that there were no relevant materials in the library and most searchers per-
severed by trying an author or title search or asking a librarian.

In terms of the type of enhancements they would prefer to see, term combina-
tion, contents lists, and a list ofsubject terms were regarded as equally desirable.
Those who do not do subject searching said that they found what they needed with
author or title searches, and less than halfknew that the only subject terms avail-
able came from LCSIL

A parallel survey (10) of faculty use of the same catalog compared 112 humani-
ties and social science faculty members with eighty-five natural sciences and engi-
neering faculty. A brief questionnaire was designed to examine the use of the sub-
ject heading search in both the card and online catalog ascertain sources for
catalog subject searching; ascertain sources for subject terms used to search the
catalog; and ascertain preferences for catalog enhancements to improve subject
access.

This methodology relied on users' recollections of their catalog use, which may
be unreliable, and very low response rates from both faculty groups (43 percent
and4l percent, respectively) make the findings questionable. The majority of the
faculty surveyed indicated that they came to the library at least once a week. The
study revealed that almost all of them used the online catalog-very similar to the
CLR national survey (20)-and also the card catalog. (At the time of the survey
retrospective conversion had not been completed.) About half of them claimed to
use the online catalog either "frequent$" or "every visit." Overall, about 90
percent did subject searching to some extent in one ofthe two catalogs, although
few did it "always" or "frequently" in the online catalog, despite the fact that
frequent use ofthe online catalog was higher than the card catalog. Science/engi-
neering faculty wefe more likely to search by subject ''always" or "frequently''
than the humanities/social science group.

Almost half of the faculty indicated that they used the subject search to keep
current with publications in their specialization, and almost as many for "famil-
iarization with materials in my discipline, but outside my current area of special-
ization." An interest in interdisciplinary research was expressed by twice as many
in the humanities group as in the science group.

An analysis of the source of terms used for subject searching showed that the
majority of users just dreamed up terms, or tried terms known from other refer-
ence sources or from subject headings on the catalog entry for a known item. Use
of lCSllwas very low, and some users did not realize there was any difference
between keywords and subject headings. Preferred enhancements were the ability
to combine subject terms and view related terms and inclusion of contents infor-
mation. The two groups differed over the need for methods of limiting or expand-
ing a search, with the humanities group interested in expansion and the scientists
in limiting. Nonuse of subject searching appeared to be related to a preference for
journals rather than monographic materials.

It suggested that faculfy are more interested in the library's resources than in the
access tools, and that further investigations should include faculty use of other
search tools , including online and printed indexes to the journal literature . Since a
number of these findings run counter to general assumptions in the field, they re-
quire substantiation in the form of replication studies before being accepted, par-
ticularly in view of the nature of the sample.

ACQUISTTIONS

Two studies of acquisitions merit attention, one because it attempts to gather
basic information that could be used in developing policy and practice and the
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Most vendor performance studies are conducted in one library using similar
groups of titles. Recently, two libraries cooperated in a study of vendor perfor-

Lrnnany PnnsBnvarroN

pling, an observer looks at a work area on a random schedule and notes what each
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lower preservation microfilming costs. This study provides a useful methodology
and breakdown of tasks for the analysis of preservation microfilming operations.

In preparation for a preservation project at Syracuse University, a survey of the
condition ofbooks and bound periodicals was undertaken (3) to identify the types
of preservation problems likely to be encountered and to estimate the percent of
the collection affected. A stratified sample from each of the collections was devel-
oped and a machine-readable questionnaire to assess the condition of each item
was designed. A pilot study conducted by library staffwas undertaken to test and
adjust the questionnaire and data were analyzed using the SAS statistical package.
The full study was conducted by work-study students and the results presented in
tables and text. A listing of the survey questions and a reproduction of the
machine-readable document are given. Appendixes on sample size determination
and statistical analysis are also included.

The decision to stop binding monographic paperbacks led Presley and landram
(24) to explore the effects of circulating unbound paperback books. They devel-
oped a set ofhypotheses about the condition ofthese books after one year ofcircu-
lation. A random sample of paperbacks acquired over a three-month period was
selected and examined every other month for a year to determine the condition of
individual titles. An evaluation form identiffing each book with information about
its condition was filled out during each examination. A copy of the evaluation
form is appended. The findings supported a decision to stop binding. After a year
on the shelves, 7l percent ofthe books were undamaged. Ofthe damaged books,
60 percent circulated and 40 percent had not. The authors suggest that interested
libraries replicate the study to determine the effects of such a decision.

OwnvrBw
Technological developments are providing new areas for research and in-

creased opportunities for data collection and manipulation, testing, and analysis.
Nevertheless, the research reported this year continues to make use of a limited
range of methodologies. There is little ' 'pure' ' research, possibly because librari-
anship is an applied profession. Survey and observation remain the most popular
methods for data collection, probably because of financial limitations and sam-
pling problems. Statistical analysis is still most commonly elementary, and
methodologies are often not sufficiently rigorous. Most of the studies are applied
research, conducted by library practitioners in their own libraries. Their concern
is with practicalities-the "what" and "how" of library operations, and provi-
sion of information for management decision making. The experimental studies,
conducted at major institutions responsible for the production of large biblio-
graphic databases (OCLC, RLIN, NLM), are developmental and long range. Per-
haps this is not so surprising, when one considers the commitment of resources
required for this type of investigation. Such studies require the availability of a
large file of data as well as hardware and software processing capabilities. Their
results will provide information needed to design more efficient and economical
systems in the future.

Although some practitioner studies resulted in procedural changes based on the
research findings, experimental work currently in progress seems far from imple-
mentation. Such time lags are a feature of our field, and, perhaps, inevitable.
Product development is a slow process, so we must wait patiently for the emer-
gence of tomorrow's practice from today's research.
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Digital Warrant:
Revised DDC 004-006 in a
Public Library

Carolyn D. Schroeder

This article describes the application of the Dewey Decimal
Classification "phoenix" for dnta processing, computer science, and
computer engineering (004-006) to a selection of mnterials classified
according to older schedules in a Boston-area public library. The revised
schedules were easy to learn and to apply, evenfor the novice user, and
the browsability of the set of materiati inihe study was improved through
reclassification.

The publication consists of four parts: the expanded schedules, an index

9arolyn D. Schroeder was formerly Library Assistant, Putnam Management Company Li-
brary, Boston, Massachusetts.
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ther subdivisions patterned after those in the 004 and 006 classes. Scope
notes and instructions are provided in the schedules themselves and also in
the useful manual of application.

Published response and criticism relating to this DDC revision are rather
scarce in the literature. So, as someone interested in the cataloging of
computer-related materials, I chose to examine and evaluate the changes in
004-006 . . . Changes by applying them to an existing public library col-
lection. I selected a medium-sized public library in the Boston area that
exhibits a variety of old classification approaches to a volume and variety
of materials sufficient to make a reclassification exercise both interesting
and worthwhile. This exercise was designed to address two major ques-
tions: How easy to learn and use are the O04-006 revisions? How would
the resulting arrangement of materials compare to that which currently ex-
ists?

First, I searched the card catalog and retrieved titles and call numbers for
materials cataloged under subject headings beginning with "COM-
PUTER" or "COMPUTERS" and titles beginning with those words, se-
lecting works dealing with computers and data processing primarily rather
than as secondary subjects or in relation to other subjects. This search
yielded 157 items scattered throughout a variety of locations in the nonfic-
tion and reference shelves. Based on experience working with various
types of computers and software, and background gained from reading the
periodical literature in these areas over the past five years, I selected
twenty books that, in my judgment, represented the library's holdings in
order to illustrate the process and results ofclassification under the revised
004-006 schedules.

Although my experience with this sample cannot be generalized to other
computer-related materials, or even to the remainder of the library's col-
lection, the experiment highlights the process of using 004-006 . . .
Changes, as well as some of its strengths and possible weaknesses. It also
facilitates comparison of the new class locations with the library's previ-
ously used classification schemes and policies.

The twenty sample items discussedbelow are arranged alphabetically by
author. Following the portion of the paper relating to classification of the
individual materials, table 1 summarizes "before" and "aftef" locations.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No'

651 Benton. Charles J. The Data Base Guide: How to Se- 00.5.74
Iect, OrganiTe, and Implement Data Base Systems
For Microcomputers. Robert J. Brady, 1984.
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Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.
001.64 Erod, Craig. Te-chnostess: The Human Cost of the 004.019

Computer Revolution. Addison-Wesley, 19g4. 
"

In the prefatory material, this author defines "technostress" as the dis-
ease that results when a critical psychological balance between people and

Existing Revised
Clus No. Author, Titl", und Bti"f Bibliog.uphi" Dutu Clus No.
651 B-urrolr_gh_s Corporation. Digital Computer princi- 621.39

ples. McGraw-HilI, 1969.
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computers is violated. In the revised classification scheme, the number

004.b19 bears the note, "Class here psychological principles and human
factors in data processing and computeiscience."'This coextensive clas-

rin"ution is animprovetient over the library's current practice of placing

tftir rJutin"ly undsual book in the same brdad location as the other hard-

ware and software materials, 001.64.
itre tectrnical/engineering treatmenl_of computer hardware. is moved by

the revised scheduTes troi OZt.l8195 to 621.39. We are instructed to

"class here electronic digital compu
puter reliability, [and] general compu
are more explicit extended notations I
as digital supercomputers, mainfrat
book was written before all of these c
not make reference to any particular computers. It includes some treatment
oirot*-", which is exctuOeO from_62f.39 in the manual of application,
bltitprimnrily focuses on hardware.' (This book was selected for the sam-
ple drie to its iubject coverage, but it is considerably out-of-date and many

iibrarians might"choose simlly to weed it rather than reclassify it.)

Existing Revised
Ciass No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No'

621.3819 Chandler, David. Dialing For Dota: A Consumer's 004'616
Handbook on Computer Communication. Random
House, 1984.

The classification 004.6 denotes "Interfacing and communications,"
including "equipment and techniques linkingcomputefs to peripheral de-
vices or io other computers. ' '8 Th6 programming an{pata aspects of inter-
facing and communiLations are classed at 005.71. These areas will need
furthlr expansion, perhaps beginning with the separation of the two com-
ponents, iinterfacin! and comriunicaiions. Russell Sweeney suggeststhat
ttte reuiiion s in 004-006 . . . Changes exhibit more prominent use of the
word "Networks" than only as a 'tee" reference in the index't

The number N4.6I, "Interfacing and communications for specific
types of electronic computers," is supplementgq by the appropriate num-
ddr (6) to indicate digitil microcompuiers, which are, indeed, the subject
of thii book, althougl this is not immediately evident from the title.

Existing Revised
Ciu* lf,o. Aothor, Titl", und Bri"f Biblio*tuohi" Outu Clu*t No.

65I Ciarcia, steve. BuiMYourOwnZS0Computer.Byte, 621.39165
1981

Linor topic in this book, allowing for

classification at 621.39165 by subject predominance'
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Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

001.9 Coffron, James. The IBM PC Connection. Sybex, 0@.6165
1984.

In the preface to this book, we are asked to identiff with the person who
buys an IBM PC and learns to use and program it for all of the fypical appli-
cations. The author suggests that one may then start to wonder whether it is
possible to control appliances, heating, or security systems with the com-
puter. The answer is yes, and the book goes on to provide information on
connections to peripheral devices that enable one's computer to "interface
with the outside world." The classification number used for Chandler's
Dialingfor Data above is enhanced with an additional digit (5) to indicate a
specific type of microcomputer.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

65r Foster, Timothy R. Y. Word Processing For Execu- 652.5
tives and Professionals. Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1983.

A note in the 00zl schedules instructs that materials on word processing
be classified at 652.5." The number 652 denotes "Processing of written
communication" in the DDC schedules;652.3 is used for typing, a precur-
sor to word processing. This book will not be collocated on the shelves
with other materials on computers and their applications. A question to
consider: Should classification ofword processing and the associated soft-
ware be provided for within the 004-006 schedules?

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

651 Goldberg, Kenneth P. Microcomputers: A Parent's 004.16
Guide. Wiley, 1983

This book covers basic introductory concepts, offers buying guidance,
and discusses educational and personal uses ofcomputers. A scope note
under 004 mentions that works dealing primarily with computer-assisted
instruction are classed at371.39445, but the scope of this bookis too broad
for that number to apply. The broad class number for digital microcom-
puters, 004.16, is the best alternative for this book. The 004-006 sched-
ules (or DDC suMivisions) do not provide a way to reflect the perspective
of parents or children specifically in a digital microcomputer class num-
ber. For that, the library would have to rely on subject index access
through the use of a subject heading such as ' 'Computers and children. ' '

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

Good, Philip I. A Critic's Guide to Software For the 005.365
IBM-PC and PC-Compatible Comprfers. Chilton,
1983.

65r
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The 005 class covers computer Pr(
cluding both software and firmware i
cepts relating to programs for digita
apbraisal, selection, and use, are indi
s-tfucted to add the apProPriatr
005.322-N5329. This results in @1
tion of software for the family of mic
note in the manual of application at 0(
IBM PC and its compitibles as a single type for classification purposes.

Existing , 
Revised

Class lrio. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No'

tOt*r5 -*-"-- aul. The Elements of Friendly Sofauare De- 005'12
slgn. Warner, 1984.

The 005 schedules maY leave some finer distinctions to be desired, but

for this title, the straighlforward, general number 005.12 fits, since the

subdivision 12 simplyidds "Program design" to the base 005 (computer
programming, progiams, data). 

-The 
book does not address specific lan-

'n""E!. 

"r 
tVfiei ot"computers;'rather, it focuses on user interaction with

Eust"otn-O"r'ilned software and considerations for the programmer in de-
signing input routines.

Existine Revised
Cilis ft. n"thot, rttb, ata gr

" ' ' . . " * ' " M . I l l u s t r a t e d D i c t i o n a r y o f M i c r o c o m . 0 0 4 . 1 6 0 3puter Terminology. Tab Books, 1978'

The preface to this reference book informs the reader that terms relating

to both hardware and software are included, with software concepts-partic-
;U.lt emphasized. The manual of application in 004-M6 . . . Changes

i"ttiirtto"'class in 004 works on coilputer hardware and works treating

both computer hardware and the 'soft' aspects of computef systems."'-
if," s"ftiioles provide 0O1.16 for digital microcomputers, to which was

added the stanciard subdivision 03 toihow that this is a dictionary.

Existine Revised
ciis lfl". n"tn"t, ril", -a gt

*'- **''*ms, Peter. Peter McWilliams, Personal 004.|6029
Computer Buying Guide. Doubleday, 1985'

Dieital microcomputers, as noted above, are classed at 004.16 by^the

t""i.EJi"iiJui"". frf,if" performance evaluation in the strict sense of the

1gr,11 G ctassed at 0M.24, the manual of application tells us to "add s.s.

029 tothe general works number if the emphasis is on evaluation as a con-

siderat ion"in purchasing, e.g.,  buyeri '  guides to microcomputers-Cfri 
.lAZg .; li' ihe fact thititriiUoot aiso discusses software is compatible

with this classification.
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Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

001.64 Morgan, Christopher L. 8086/8088 IGBit Micropro- 004.165
cessor Primer. BYTE, McGraw-Hill, 1982.

This book is similar to the Ciarcia book discussed earlier, Build Your
Own 280 Computer, in that both deal with a specifi c microprocessor. This
primer contains some technical description of the chip; however, it is in-
tended for the novice, and it also explains how software commands are
channeled through the microprocessor. The manual of application quelled
my initial temptation to classiff this title at 62I .39 , in an explanatory note
captioned "0&l-006 vs. 621.39.' ' The distinctions here offer guidance if
one is confronted in practice by borderline materials:

Works classed in 004-006 treat (a) computer hardware from the user's viewpoint
and/or (b) software or firmware. Works classedin62l.39 (a) treat computer hard-
ware solely from the viewpoint of engineering or manufacturing and @) do not
treat software or the program aspect of firmware. . . . Comprehensive works on
the computer science and computer engineering aspects ofa subject are classed in
004-006.'o

Hence, the specific digital microcomputer class number 004.165 is as-
signed.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and B.ief Bi

001.64 Prague, Cary. Getting Great Graphics. Tab, 1985. 006.6

The first half of this book consists of a general introduction to computer-
graphics terms, design, and varieties, while the second half provides ex-
amples of how to create these graphics using popular software packages.
Because the first portion occupies so much space and seems to represent
the intent of the work, I cannot justiff the specific classification 006.686,
graphics programs for digital microcomputers. The concepts treated in
this book could be applied with different types of computers. Therefore,
the class number 006.6 for computer graphics in general is selected.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

651 Rosenberg, J. Dictionary of Computers, Data Pro- 004.03
cessing and Telecommunications. Wiley, 1984.

The preface of this comprehensive reference book indicates that it con-
tains terms related directly or indirectly to usage of hardware and soft-
ware, including the categories of computers, data processing, distributed
data processing, home computers, programming languages, telecommu-

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

001.64 Stone, M. David. The Parents' Computer Book. Mac- 004.16
millan. 1984.
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nications, and word processing. Under the 004 class, a scope note tells us
to "class here selection and use of computer hardware; comprehensive
works on hardware and programs in electionic data processing.-' ' " Thus, I
chose the number 004 and added the standard suMivision 03 to indicate the
dictionary format.

This book is similar to Goldberg's Microcomputers: A Parent's Guide,
and the two were published only one year apart. Yet they had been classi-
fied differently (with the Goldberg title at 651), for no apparent reason.
This book devotes more attention to microcomputer software than does
Goldberg's, but the class 005 is to be used for works dealingpn marily with
software, programminE, and data. This book will be assigned the same
classification number as Microcomputers: A Parent's Guide, an example
of enhanced collocation through application of the revised schedules.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

001.64 Townsend, Carl. Using dBASE 1L McGraw-Hill, 005.7565
1984.

Having entered the realm of "Data in computer systems" at 005.7, we
progress to "Relational databases" at 005.756 and "Specific relational
database management systems" at 005.7565. The instructions in the
schedules direct us to "affange alphabetically by name of database man-
agement system, e.g., dBASE IL "'6 This degree of specificity is coexten-
sive with the book, but note that the materials on database software pack-
ages (a microcomputer approach to database management) are separated in
the schedules from the other applications programs and software docu-
mentation located in 005.3, without the option provided there of subdivi-
sion by specific type of computer.

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

00l.64 Webster, Tony. Terminals und Printers Buyer's N4.7
Guide. McGraw-Hill, 1984.

"Peripherals" are classed atOO4.7. This is the most specific classifica-
tion possible for this title, since terminals are input/output devices and
printers are output devices: the schedules provide the subdivision 75 for
"Peripherals combining input and output functions," 76 for "Input pe-
ripherals," and77 for "Output peripherals."

Existing Revised
Class No. Author, Title, and Brief Bibliographic Data Class No.

00t.64 Zboray,Richard. ProgramsforProfit: HowtoReally 005.36
Make Money With q Persotul Computer. McGraw-
Hill, 1984.
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Existing Revised
Clutt No. Authot, Titl", und B.i"f Bibliog.uphi" Dutu Clus No.
001.64 zuanich, M_argaret Ann. Basic Fun ruith Graphics: 006.6765

The Apple Computer Way. Avon, 19g3.

Bnronp AND AFTER Srmr,r LocaTToNs

TABLE I
Bnrons .qNn Ar,rrn UsrNc rnr 004-006 pHorNrx Scnsnurss

Author and Title
Existing Revised

Class No. Class No.
Benton, Charles J. The Data Base Guide: How to Se-

lect, -O-rganize, and Implement Data Base Systems
For Microcomputers.

Brod, Craig. Technostess: The Human Cost of the
Computer Revolution.

Foster, Timothy R. Y. Word Processing For Execu-
tive s and Profe s s ionals.

Goldbe-rg, Kenneth P. Microcomputers: A parent,s
Guide.

651 N5.74

001.64 004.019

651 62r.39
621.3819 0@.616

651 62r.39165
001.64 004.6165
651 652.5

651 004.16
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TABLE I Continued

Brnons nNo ArrBn UsINc rnr 0Ot-006 PsorNx ScnnnuI.es
Existing Revised

Author and Title Class No. Class No.

Good, Philip l. A Critic's Guide to Sofduare for the 651 005.365
IBM-PC and PC-Compatible Computers.

ff""["f, puuf . rni nembnts of Frieidly Sofruare De- 00l'6425 W5'12

st8n.
Hordeski, M. Illustrated Dictionary of Microcomputer 65I

Terminology.
McWilliamslieter. Peter McWilliams' Personal Com- 001'64

004.1603

0M.16029
puter Buying Guide.

M-organ, Chriitopher L. 8086/8088 l6Bit Micropro-
cessor Primer.

Prague, Cary. Getting Great Graphics. _
Ros-enberg, J . Dictionary of Computers , Data Process-

i n g and Te lecommuni c ati ons.
Ston6, M. David. The Parents' Computer Book.

001.64 004.165

001.64 006.6
651 004.03

001.64 004.16
001.64 005.7565
001.64 w4.7
001.64 005.36

001.64 M6.6765

CoNcr-usroN

Apple Computer Way.
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Operation Cleanup:
The Problem Resolution Phase of
a Retrospective Conversion Project

Amy Hart

The problem resolution phase of a retrospective conversion proiect for
monographic records at the Universiry of Massachusetts-Amherst is
examined. Knowledge needed by the problem-solving librarian is
discussed, and the kinds ofproblems encountered are categorized and
described. Dfficulties involved in standardizing the editing process for
problem records are noted, and suggestions for developing editing
guidelines are offered.

r
It often comes toward the end of a retrospective conversion project, and it
deals with a relatively small portion of the total records processed, but the
problem resolution phase of a retrospective conversion project must be
handled as carefully as any other phase. This article analyzes the task of
problem resolution for bibliographic records for monographs in a retro-
spective conversion project at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.
The observations made here can prove helpful to other libraries involved in
planning and implementing retrospective conversion projects.

In addition to the financial reasons for planning the problem resolution
phase noted by Carter and Bruntjen, there are compelling qualitative rea-
sons for careful planning.' It is generally agreed that full MARC records
are the desirable standard for retrospective conversion of a bibliographic
file.' However, if no guidelines are iet down to govern the kind of editing
thatcanbe done to the MARC records, the fullness of the records may be
for nought. The integrity ofthe database depends, in part, on standardiza-
tion of the editing process. In spite of this, little has been written on the
specifics of editing in retrospective conversion. Kruger notes the gap in
coverage in the literature for the years 1980-1983.' A perusal of titles ab-
stracted in Library and Information Science Abstracts for January 1984
through May 1987 suggests a similar situation.

Many editing decisions are implemented during earlier phases of a proj-
ect, when more or less straightforward matches are found between a li-
brary's manual records and corresponding machine-readable records.

Amy Hart is Cataloger for the University of Massachusetts at Amherst Tower Library.
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These decisions should be documented so that they may be applied during
the. problem-solving phase. However, by their very nature, pioblem rec--
ords are more complicated to match. It should be expected that funher edit-
ing decisions will need to be made.

The University Library at the University of Massachusetts is involved in

slon.

Retrospective conversion problem solving requires a historical as well

Because the purpose of reffospective conversion at the University Li-
brary is to create machine-readable records appropriate for loading into
LS/2000, the solution to each problem must be ev-aluated in termsbf its

regardless of their indicator values in the MARC record, are indexed in
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LS/2000. If an OCLC record has a series statement coded as a series traced
differently, both forms of series (490 and 8xx) will be indexed in LS/2000.
Therefore. even if the traced series statement on our shelflist card matches
that in the 490 field, there is no need to edit the series fields on the OCLC
record.

Clrnconrns oF PRoBLEMS

Problems in retrospective conversion can be categorized in different
ways. The simplest approach is to divide problems by the elements of the
bibliographic description (i.e., title problem, edition conflict, publisher
conflict). Alternatively, problems can be categorized according to the
types of cards on which they appear. At the university these include LibCat
cards (produced in earlier years by an in-house automated cataloging sys-
tem), LC printed cards, revised LC cards, and hand-typed cards. A third
method is to categorize by the causes of the problerns (e.g., incomplete
bibliographic information given, typographical error, and incomplete re-
vision of copy used to create cards).

In practice it is more useful to combine the methods and to categorrze
problems according to which occur most frequently and which are most
difficult to resolve. Categorizing in this manner means that the categories
are not mutually exclusive and that there can be cards with problems frtting
into several categories (e.g., there could be a date conflict on a revised LC
card or an edition conflict caused by a typographical error on a hand-typed
card).

. At the University Library problems are put into the following catego-
nes:

l. Dates Conflicts. These are possibly the most numerous type of prob-
lem and are definitely the most complex encountered in problem
solving. Knowing past cataloging rules and Library of Congress cat-
aloging practice is crucial because there have been many changes in
policy over the years. At one time, dates from a title page of a book
were the accepted publication date, and a date on the verso of the title
page was of secondary importance. Today, the Library of Congress
might ignore a date on the title page in favor of a date on the verso. Its
policy is to try to ensure that the date used in cataloging is, in fact, the
first date of publication and not simply a printing date. This policy is
evidenced in the Library of Congress' rule interpretation as much as
it is in rule changes, because since AACR (with its provisions for is-
sues of an edition), the first date of publication is the preferred date
for cataloging. To further complicate matters, it seems thatpractice
has not always followed theory. In some cases, two separate records
were created for two separate printings of a work. Today, the Li-
brary of Congress' policy, if not always its practice, is to create one
record, using the first date of publication (provided it is given).

This wreals havoc on retrospective conversion. It means you can-
not assume a no-hit/create-a-new-record situation when an initial
search on OCLC reveals no online record with a date that matches
your shelflist card. Instead, you should go the stacks, retrieve the
book, and see what publication information is given in it. It is possi-
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ble, and -even likely, that with this new information, and usins cur-
fnt gglaloging.rules, an online record to which your Uoot -a? anAsnould be matched will exist.
Edition Statement Conflicts. Thes<
and complexity. Theyhave two n
error and occurs with typoeraohi
with less-than-thorough-revisioh o
create cards. The second cause in,
loging policy versus what publish"r, prouiO" ;;"i;;;;ili;ffi_
rormarlon rn their books. AACR2 is frustratingly simplistic in itstreatment of the edition area. LC's cataloging"simicebuilit[n andOCLC's.Bibliogrgnli9 

lnput Standards a?" iror" specific Uut notnecessarily.more h-elpful. Too often there is no exactinatch betweennow the edrtlon intbrmation is presented in the book and the exam-ples given in AAGR2 or the othbr cataroging referen"" toot.. on" i,
$-p_i1qto fit what.the book says ini'o o'ne of ttre e*a-ltes anaKnowlng rt cannot be done.

J .

4 .
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) .

creation of a new record. ocLC dictates that a new record for a pho-

tocopy be made even if a record exists for the original publication or

6.

the record is more aPpropriate.
I . iidep endently pubtiihe d7t e ms Bound To gethe r !-oc-ally. These prob-

lems can be divided into two groups: those for which separate gatalog
records were created for each item bound with the others and those
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Because of the_problem with circulation status, the university Li-
brary has decidedto wait until the linking .tug" oir"irospective con-
version before adding bound-with notes io pr"oble- t""oio, that lack
them.

^^,9:ll^:g^ilfl !!g nroptems encountered in a retrospective conversion proj_
ect ls usetul because it gives the problem-solving librarian an idea orir*rit
to.expect and because, in the cat-egorizing prociss, the range ofproblems
within a category will be identifie-cl. 

e L

SrruvIIruIzING TIm soLUTIoNs

General guidelines are needed on the kind of editing of an online recordpermissible in the problem resolution phase or a ieiro-spe.ti-* .onu"rrion
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project. These guidelines, when applied to problems in a particular cate-
gory, will lead to a degree of standardizationbecause they dictate what can
and cannot be done with online records. The guidelines should operate
within and across the categories of problems. In this way, although the so-
lutions chosen for quite similar examples of a problem may differ, each
will be justified by the guidelines.

The guidelines for problem solving can be based on the editing guide-
lines established for the main part of the retrospective conversion project.
If these guidelines were never formally stated, but evolved in an informal
manner throughout the project, the problem-solving librarian can, with a
little work, determine what they are. The guidelines can be derived from
assumptions inherent in the retrospective conversion project and basic de-
cisions on standards made at the start of the project.

The most important and most often unstated assumption of a retrospec-
tive conversion project is the library's attitude on the quality versus quan-
tity issue. If the library has opted for a "quick and dirty" project, this will
have a profound effect on the problem resolution phase-there probably
will not be one. On the other hand, if a library is using retrospective con-
version as a chance to clean up its catalog, the problem resolution phase
will resemble arecataloging project. In practice, most libraries try to strike
a balance between the two extremes. It is crucial that the problem-solving
librarian be aware of where that balance is struck.

Basic decisions on the standards desired for the retrospective conversion
project will also affect the problem resolution phase. [f the library has
opted for less-than-full MARC records for the conversion, then less-than-
full MARC will be an acceptable standard for problem solving, unless spe-
cifically noted. Likewise, if the library has chosen not to update headings
to AACKZ form for the bulk of the conversion, then the problem resolution
phase can continue the practice, unless instructed otherwise. If, however,
full MARC records and updatingto AACK2 are requirements of the retro-
spective conversion project, then the problem-solving librarian must ad-
here to these standards.

If the library uses an outside vendor for retrospective conversion and
handles problem solving in-house, then the best source for determining the
standards used for the project will be the contract specifications sent to the
vendor at the start of the project.

In addition, if the library uses OCLC for cataloging, its Bibliographic
Input Standards should be consulted for an overall view of when a new
record can be created.

Finally, reading accounts ofother retrospective conversion projects can
help to identify your library's assumptions by pointing out differences be-
tween your approach and others.

Drawing upon these sources, and after many conversations with people
in cataloging and retrospective conversion, the following guidelines were
developed to help standardize the task of problem resolution at the Univer-
sity Library.

1. Try to make as few changes to an existing OCLC record as possible.
2. When changes are necessary, try to make them in the form of addi-

tions to the online record rather than as replacements of one piece of
information for another. Try especially to avoid making substitutions
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T qny field that is indexed on OCLC (e.g., fixed-field dates, or the
260 $c).

3. Create as few new records as possible, using Bibliographic Input
Standards as a guide.

4. When making decisions on how to edit a record, follow current
AACK2 rules and the University Library's cataloging policy as much
as possible.

5. However, do not update punctuation or reformat
AACK2 standards when editing a record originally
AACK2form.

information to
entered in pre-

6. Attempt to update headings to AACM, form, even if you create a
name conflict between our shelflist card and the online record.

7. Try to check that the subject headings used in the online record are
current and valid.

Once guidelines are established, it is critical to document decisions

Stnvruany

ords for use in an online catalog and/or for use in an integrated system,
then solving problems requires knowledge of those systems' capabilities.
Furthermore, if resource sharing is an aim of conversion, the needs of the
cooperating libraries must be taken into account.

To achieve a degree of standardization in the problem-solving process,
two things are necessary: (1) it is helpful to categorize the types of prob-
lems encountered in the problem resolution phase and (2) guidelines on the
editing process for online records must be established.

Monographic problem records lend themselves to categorization in sev-
eral ways, the most useful of which is to sort them in terms of frequency of
occurrence and complexity of solving. Unfortunately, there are so many
variatles affecting each particular problem in a given category that catego-
rization cannot, on its own, result in standardization of the solutions for the
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problems. However, because much of retrospective conversion problem
solving pares down to deciding how to edit an online record to match a
shelflist card, some degree of standardization can be achieved by establish-
ing guidelines to govern the editing procedure for retrospective conversion
of problem records. The guidelines can be based on the underlying as-
sumptions of the project and also on the basic decisions regarding stan-
dards that will have been made at the earliest stages of retrospective con-
version. Applying these guidelines consistently to all problems in all
categories results in a flexible standardization-one that is well suited to
the problem resolution phase of retrospective conversion.

RnrnnrNcrs,c,ND Norrs

Ruth C. Carter and Scott Bruntjen, Data Conversion (White Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge
Industry Publications, 1983), p.84.
See discussion in Richard Boss, "Retrospective Conversion: Investing in the Fuhrre, "
Wilson Library Bulletin 59:173-178 (Nov. 1984); and Carter and Bruntjen, Data Con-
version, p.27 ,31.

3. Kathleen Joyce Kruger, "MARC Tags and Retrospective Conversion: The Editing Pro-
cess," Information Technology and Librartes 4:53-57 (Mar. 1985).

SIMMONS COLLEGE SYMPOSIAM

The Graduate School of Library and Information Science at Simmons College an-
nounces the Simmons College Symposium on Recruiting, Educating, and Train-
ing Cataloging Librarians: Solving the Problems to be held March 10 and 11,
1989, at the Simmons College campus, 300 The Fenway, Boston, Massachusetts.

The symposium, made possible by a grant from the Council on Library Re-
sources, features Roben M. Hayes, dean of the Graduate School of Library and
Information Science at the University of California, Los Angeles, as keynote
speaker.

Session leaders are Paul H. Mosher. director of libraries. Universitv of Penn-
sylvania, for recruiting; Jane Robbins, director, School of Library and Informa-
tion Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, for educating; and Henriette D.
Avram, assistantlibrarian forprocessing services, Library of Congress, fortrain-
ing.

These distinguished leaders will be joined by an invited group of recognized
experts from the library profession to present papers that explore solutions to the
problems of recruiting, educating, and training cataloging librarians. A limited
audience will be accomrnodated on a f,rrst-come. first-served basis.

Principal coordinator of the symposium is Sheila S. Intner, associate professor
of library and information science at Simmons College. Co-coordinators of the
symposium are Janet Swan Hill, head of the catalog department at Northwestern
University, and Karen Muller, executive director of the Resources and Technical
Services Division of the AmericanLibrarv Association.

For further information, contact Sheila S. Intner, Simmons College Symposium
Coordinator, GSLIS, 3@ The Fenway, Boston, MA 02115. Telephone: (617)
738-2223 or (413) 528-2698. Electronic mail: ALANET ID-ALAI371.
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The Year's Work in
Circulation Control, 1987

Ryoko Toyama

A
fa,lthough policies governing the operation of circulation control vary from li-
brary to library, pulposes, needs, operational goals, procedures, and staffing pat-
terns remain similar. In recent years, modern technology has had an impact on
work flow and procedures of the operation, but not to an extent where national
standards were called for.

Despite the importance of circulation control, patrons, staff and library adminis-
trations tend to perceive this as a routine operati,on because it has been a relatively
mechanical, though integral, part of the library's overall operation for so many
years. Even its efficiencies or inefficiencies are perceived to be routines. Al-
though the need for it was never questioned and nothing indicates it will be chal-
lenged in the near future, circulation control has maintained a low profile among
various library functions. This prevailing image may be the reason a periodic liter-
ature survey on circulation control has not been popular.
According to the Automation Inventory of Research Libraries (ARLIOMS

1987), of 113 libraries responding to the survey, 106 libraries were impelement-
ing, moditring, or planning for an automated circulation system. The majority
chose a mechanism to link physical access to bibliographic access points. This
requires comprehensive analyses of circulation functions in a broader context, in-
cluding technical services and collection development. To cope with aging re-
sources, traditional circulation policies may be challenged. How? Nontraditional
resources such as online publications are gradually but surely increasing. Will the
present concept ofcirculation apply to new types ofpublications? These questions
motivated this brief survey of circulation control literature.
The scope of the survey is limited to English-language works. More than sixty

items were examined initially and forty of them were selected for the bibliogra-
phy. News items, brief column commentaries, and manuals were excluded, al-
though some of these provided me with useful background information.

The largest number of items published were on automated circulation control.
Reports of planning and reviews of the implementation of a system or systems
were popular. An experience in a small library (Gaudet) sums up the whole pro-
cess of switchover from manual to automated operations as the author refers to
three roles she had to play: director, automation consultant, and task force. Re-
ports on experiences from larger libraries focus on specific automation aspects. A
cost-sharing formula in a regional network (Arcari) is useful for libraries consid-
ering a stand-alone model because the author deals with basic unit costs. A general
costprofilepublished inEottomLine (Murchio) may add another dimensionto this
topic. Several reports deal with automated circulation systems as part of an inte-

!y9ko f,oVgTa is. Head, Access Services, Humanities and History Division, Columbia
Universiiy Libraries, New York, New York.
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grated system (Griffen). A report on the experience at Ohio State University, cov-
ering bibliographic access and circulation control, helps readers share a series of
processes involved in implementing an integrated system (Logan). Many Library
Sofnvare Review articles refer to applications of software for circulation control.
Barcoding is a popular topic, too, covering publishers' stock inventory, control of
archival materials, control of student identifications and barcoding oflibrary re-
sources. Northwestern University's experience with their Bar Code Project
presents useful data (Spalding).

Following the category of automated circulation control, works onperformance
measures or transaction analvsis rank second in number. Works with extensive
theoretical analyses are found (Burnell; Revill), including a sfudy on a prediction
model linked to the Beta-binomial distribution (Gelman).

Transaction models are inseparable from circulation policies. Works related to
the policies constitute another category and rank in third in the number. It is in this
category where one of the most comprehensive works of the year and in the field
was published. Sheila S. Intner's monograph, Circulation Policy in Academic,
Public, and Schoot Libraries, is a significant work on today's circulation control.
The policies and practices from thirty-seven libraries are described objectively,
and they form a composite picture of circulation control activities. The Work
helps practitioners understand how libraries are trying to balance their responsi-
bilities and constraints and also helps identify problematic areas. While Intner's
monograph presents a comprehensive picture, several works deal with specific
aspects oflibrary policies, including proprietary issues in relation to circulation of
software (Maison) or video tapes, problems with collecting fines, and legal issues
such as Public Lending Rights (Hyatt; Stave).
There is one notable work on staff training (Hobson). Considering that the staff

members working at the circulation desk are the principal personification of the
library to many patrons, training of the staff has been neglected. This study hits the
spot, reminding librarians of the imponance of well-developedtraining programs.
In conclusion, the majority of works published on circulation control in 1987

were brief, practical reports on implementation of an automated system. Works
with theorectical approaches were found for circulation models or transaction
analysis motivated by interest in cost factors. A strong indication is in the litera-
ture that more libraries will move toward the implementation of totally integrated
library automation. Then, studies on circulation control will play a vital role in
formulating future models for the integrated system. While practical reports are
available and most of them are useful for short-term, there is need for serious stud-
ies with a long-range view. Periodic surveys of literature on circulation control
may become more meaningful in the future.
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The Yearos Work in
Nonbook Processing, 1987

Nancy B. Olson and Edward Swanson

l,-l
\Juidelines for audiovisual services in academic libraries (2) replacing those of
1968, were approved in 1987 by the Association of College and Research Li-
braries (ACRL). Their goal is "to support the development and administration of
an increasingly important component of college and university service. " How-
ever, DuBois, in his article "No Room at the Inn" (10), states that "Though an
academic library collection almost always includes microforms, and may even ex-
tend to spoken or music material on record or audiocassette, other forms of audio
and visual media are relatively rare. " He continues, "These findings are surpris-
ing, particularly when one considers that non-print materials have long been in-
cluded in other kinds of libraries. In elementary and secondary schools, and in
community colleges , the media center often is not just another part of the lib rary ; it
is the library." He points out that teaching faculty and librarians "have doubts
about the scholarly value of non-print materials," although many departments
maintain their own audiovisual collections. The advantages he sees in centralizing
these library resources are: bibliographic control, extended service hours and
availability of materials, collection development services and budgetary support,
and the availability of comprehensive information for accreditation reports.

McNally, in an article on availability of nonbook materials in Australia (22),
states that "There is widespread recognition in Australia of the importance of non-
book materials as sources of information and few libraries would now exclude
them from their collections. ' ' He tells of a recent workshop on research use of
audiovisual materials and says their importance as information sources for serious
research purposes is widely acknowledged.TheAustralianAudiovisual Reference
Book is the principal source of information on commercially available nonbook
materials, though "publishers of non-book materials are not as well organized as
book publishers and some do not take advantage of the opportunity to have their
publications listed. " The Australian Bibliographic Network encourages catalog-
ing of audiovisual materials. McNally proposes the "development and implemen-
tation ofa national integrated system for acquisition, bibliographic organization,
retention, and supply" of nonbook materials.

Ellison and Coty (12) editedNonbook Media: Collection Management and User
Services, a collection oftwenfy-two chapters, each by a different author, that fol-
low a uniform style, and include definition and brief history of the medium;
unique characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages; special criteria, evaluative
and nonevaluative review sources for selection; and storage, care, management,
and other concerns related to maintenance and management. Materials covered

Nancy B. Olson is Professor and Head of Cataloging, Mankato State University, Minne-
sota. Edward Swanson is Principal Cataloger, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul.
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include [in their terminology] art reproductions, audiotapes, films, filmstrips, flat
pictures, posters, charts, study prints, holographs, machine-readable data files,
maps, microforms, models, music scores, original art, overhead transparencies,
pamphlets, phonograph records, photographs, programmed materials, realia,
simulation materials, slides, videodiscs, and videotapes.

EoucerroN
Education of catalogers continued to be of concern. In the summer 1987 issue of

of the advanced course I teach [at the University of North Carolina at Chapel HillJ
deals with the cataloging ofnonprint resources, abundant in the schools, but ad-
dressed only slightly in the introductory course because of time constraints"

Bishoff (5) states that "Although original cataloging of monographic works has
significantly diminished due to the availability of data through bibliographic utili-
ties, the cataloging of audiovisual materials . . . is often necessary. . . . We still
need catalog librarians with the necessary skills and expertise to handle this type of
work." Swanson (14) reminds us that catalogers "have to be given the opportu-
nity and responsibility to continue to review documentation as it comes out. Also
people should stop and look up the rules. They think they remember, and errors
happen when people who think they remember don't. . . . It's amatter of educa-

CATALOGING, MARC CooTNc AND TAGGING

Intner and Smiraglia prepared Policy qnd Practice in Bibliographic Control of
Nonbook Media (19) based on the regional institutes on nonbook materials spon-
sored by the Resources and Technical Services Division. The book, as did the
institutes, includes theoretical papers as well as practical guidance in cataloging,
coding, and tagging nonbook materials. Chapters were contributed by Jean
Weihs, Hugh A. Durbin, Lizbeth Bishoff, Arlene G. Taylor, Carolyn O. Frost,
Leigh S. Estabrook, and Nancy B. Olson, as well as by Smiraglia and Intner.

At a workshop held by the Online Audiovisual Catalogers (OLAC), Thaxter
discussed the problems of material available in multiple versions. While this prob-
lem exists for all types of materials (e.g., a book in paperback versus hardback; a
book and its microform copy; music on disc, cassette, compact disc; a "fiIm" as a
motion picture or a video), the problem is most common in audiovisual material.
As Urbanski reports inthe OLAC Newsletter, "Cataloging rules and the MARC
formats will never keep up with the pace of technology. AV catalogers will always
have to invent solutions, adapt rules for physical descriptions, make decisions
about handling multiple formats. What the cataloging rules and formats should do
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is to allow enough flexibility to deal with the situation in a variety of ways" (47 ,
p.14) .

The major development in MARC in 1987 is the format integration proposal
under discussion by MARBI, LC, and others in the USMARC advisory group.
The proposal is summarized by Griscom in the Music Cataloging Bulletin (23,
43). The proposal would result in the integration of all MARC formats into a sin-
gle format. The ideal is defined as a format "that contains data elements that can
be used to describe any form ofmaterial: textual (such as books, theses, journals,
technical reports), motion pictures, videorecordings, graphic materials, three-
dimensional artifacts and naturally occurring objects, maps, music, and computer
files. An integrated format would also provide the means for describing the serial-
related aspects ofany ofthese items as well as any archival characteristics present,
regardless of the medium or form of material" (23, p.6).

Anderson (4) suggests using the OCLC M300 (or similar workstation) to pro-
duce statistical reports on technical services activities, including new, added, and
total titles of records, compact discs, cassettes, and videotapes. A spreadsheet
program is useful to keep track of holdings by media and classifications.

Scarseth-Aurora (41) reports on an OLAC conference panel discussion on bib-
liographic utilities in the year 2000.

CoMpursn Frrrs

Problems of cataloging computer materials were resolved in 1987 with the pub-
lication of a draft revision of chapter 9 of rhe Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
(17). This publication replaced both the original chapter 9 and the Guidelines for
Using AACR 2 Chapter 9 for Cataloging Microcomputer Soffiuare (ALA, 1984).
The rules will appear in the 1988 reprinting of AACR2 in essentially the same
form; there may be changes in detail, but the concepts will not be changed.

The revision of chapter 9 establishes the General Material Designation com-
puterfile for material formerly calledmachine-readnble datafile and is applicable
to those items available by remote access as well as physical items in hand. Physi-
cal description is used in area 5. For computer files available through remote ac-
cess, area 5 is omitted; area 3 is used for file descripion for these items. Area 3
may also be used for file description in bibliographic records for items with physi-
cal description in area 5.

The system requirements note is required when data is readily available. A note
giving source oftitle proper also is required.

Gorman introduced the draft revision at an OLAC program in San Francisco.

computer files (and other audiovisual material) in her column in the quarterly
OLAC Newsletter. Adcock(l) prepared, for school librarians, a booklet on cata-
loging microcomputer software. His text and examples were based on a combina-
tion of the draft revision and the 1984 guidelines.

A draft ISBD for computer files was discussed at the 1987 ALA Midwinter
Meeting by CC:DA and approved with minor editorial corrections (3). At Annual
Conference the CCS executive committee invited the Computer File Cataloging
Discussion Group to affiliate with the section as an authorized unit of CCS.

LC's Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) project for computer files began supply-
ing CIP data to publishers of microcomputer software. (Patton (31) reported that
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OCLC record #I63l3206is an example of a cataloging record based on CIP data.)
Robbins (36), in a report of a conference held in Great Britain on access to au-

diovisual mateial, suggested large public libraries set up inspection centers for
computer hardware and software ' ' so members of the public can try them out to be
able to make informed and intelligent decisions when buying."

MorroN Prcrunns,lNo VtoronrcoRDlNcs

Catalogers in LC's Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division
began inputting records for films and TV programs into its MARC database in
October 1986 (38). They use their own descriptive cataloging rules with LC sub-

ence for which Shirley lrwis gave the keynote address on "Technology: The Tail
or the Dog?" (24).

The Dow Memorial Library in Midland, Michigan, prepares an annotated cata-
log for its collection of videocassettes. Although they use OCLC for all their other
cataloging, they catalog their videocassettes on an IBM system using dBase III*.
Dykhuis (11) describes their system for this process and the programs he wrote.

Two- n Nn THnnn-DnTaBNSIoNAL Mnrrnrnrs

]Veitz (50) gives guidelines for determining values for OCLC fixed fields
"Type" and "Type material" for many two- and three-dimensional materials,
including those added to the formar in 1986.

SouNo Reconorncs (NoNMusrc)

Sounn RpconorNcs (Musrc)

LC issued a new interpretation of rule 5.lFI to be applied when the performer's
name is featured on the chief source of information on a popular music folio (7),
appearing in Cataloging Service Bulletin 36.

LC continued to report music cataloging decisions (25) and music-related rule
interpretations (39) in the Music Cataloging Bulletin. It regularly includes
changes to LC class numbers and subject headings for music, and lists retrospec-
tive conversions of music records to MARC, as well as AACM bibliographic rec-
ords that contain major changes. As space permits, questions asked LC and re-
sponses are printed (21). The Music OCLC Users Group Newsletter provides
helpful information, including Weitz' column (51) reporting progress at OCLC in
the area of bibliographic control of music.

During.the Music Library Association's 1987 conference, Alan Pope of IAML
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N,q,Mr AuTHoRITIES

^- . *.*qy oJ NAC_O participants was discussed at the January meeting of
OLAC's Cataloging Policy Committee as reported by Chang (8). Urbanski(4g)
reported-the comqittee will continue efforts ':to get more nonlprint names contrib-
uted to the LC authority file via NACO participant submissions. "

Swlrcr Carar,ocrNc

* l-p pgb^lisLqd a thesaurus for graphic materials compiled by Elisabeth Betz
Parker (30),Jhe list contains qo{ ttran 6,@0 rerms ror iuulect'access to graphic
materials. while designed for LC's use, it can be used by inyone wortifig ivittr
MARC records.

CopynTcTn AND LEGAL DEPoSIT oF MATERIAL
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Pinion (33) studied the problems of legal deposit for nonbook materials, partic-
ularly in the United Kingdom. She conducted a survey of deposit systems in other
countries and includes results for the 37 countries including the U.S., which have
copyright laws specifying deposit of certain nonbook materials. Her conclusions
include recommendations that state: "A national collection or collections of mate-
rials provides a valuable source of information for future researchers and
scholars. It is also increasingly important, in an age when telecommunication is so
important as a means of communication, that this is reflected in the national heri-
tage" (p.69).

McNally (22) reports that there is no requirement for legal deposit of nonbook
materials in the National Library of Australia, nor is there a national policy for
coordinated development of comprehensive nonbook collections.

Croghan (9) reports the British Library is "not looking to extend its own collec-
tion activities beyond the formats it already acquires" despite its first objective
"to ensure the availability of a comprehensive and permanent repository of re-
corded British material in all fields, published or otherwise. " He makes ten pro-
posals, the first of which is for the British Library to commit "0.05 percent of its
budget to non-book material" and explains that "This is clearly a function of the
national library of the nation that has been in the forefront of the use of non-book
media from their inception. "

CoNsERvATroN aND PRESERvATToN

An important paper by Harrison (18) discusses collection, conservation, and
preservation of audiovisual materials. She distinguishes between preservation and
conservation: "Preservation implies long-term archival storage and the mainte-
nance of a record in the best possible condition, while conservation is the mainte-
nance of a record which allows a reasonable amount of use atthe same time. Pres-
ervation also includes restoration and transfer of material from one medium to
another" (p.15a). She also says, "Whether or not we acknowledge all audiovi-
sual materials should be preserved as a matter of course is not the immediate ques-
tion, but that some audiovisual materials must be preserved should not be a matter
of doubt. Audiovisual materials carry information which needs conservation,
therefore the carrier will need conservation. . . Conservation is about keeping
documents in a decent state of preservation. It is also about maintaining a collec-
tion in this presentable state, and finally it is about making the materials available
to both present and future users" (p. 15a).

date one, and equipment suitable for replaying, or at least transferring, eldedy
formats to newer, usable formats has to be maintained in workins condition"
(p.1s6-57).

McNally (22) reminds readers that "As materials are withdrawn from library
collections it is important th at they be accepted by a library with a policy of perma-
nent retention. " There must be some policy for ensuring that "last copies" are not
lost.

Pinion (34) reports on a seminar on preservation of audiovisual materials held in
Berlin in May 1987 by UNESCO. The seminar was designed to "discuss in detail
the training needs for those involved in the collection and preservation ofaudiovi-
sual material, with particular consideration as to the requirements of those in
Third World countries. "

The "importance of preserving the human record" is emphasized by James
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Michener and others in the film slow Fires: on the preservation oJ'the Human
Re.cord (42). While it focuses on the problems of deterioration of bo6is and otherprinted materials, the need to preserve frlms, maps, and other ntut"riut, is also
addressed.

Brnr,rocncpny
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High-Tech Shopping for Serials Automation:
Linking Pubtic and Technical Services

Pamela Bluh and Will Hepfer, Editors

This is the second of four papers comprising this subsection of LRZS. The
papers were originally presented at the RTSD Serials Section program on
Iune 27 , 1987, in San Francisco, California.

In keeping with the nature of its subject, ''High-Tech Shopping for Seri-
als Automation: Linking Public and Technical Services" is being pub-
lished serially; one paper appeared in the April 1988 issue, the second is in
this issue, and the others will be in subsequent issues of LRTS. We hope
you will find them as illuminating as their San Francisco audience did.

Pamela Bluh is Assistant Librarian for Technical Services, Marshall Law Library, Univer-
sity of Maryland School of Law, Baltimore; and Will Hepfer is Head, Serials Department,
State University of New York at Buffalo.
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Selecting a Serials System:
The Technical Services Perspective

Jean Walter Farrington

Criteriafor selecting an autometed serials control system are expl.ored'
Considerations include specific system features, database creation and
maintenance, local and natiornl standards , technical and environmental
factors, and future developments. Taking a realistic view of the options-available 

and close cooperation with public services staffare stressed.

technical services staff.
In evaluating a serials system, five basic areas should be considered. The

importance of these five areas will be relative, depending on the rype and
size of library for which the system is intended.

Svsrulr Ftsnrunns/CnPanrr.rurss

some of the key questions to be considered. When reviewing the features
and capabilities of a serials system, the first to consider is check in. What
are the mechanics of checking in an issue? How easy is it to identify the
record on which an item is to be checked in? Can the record be located
through a variety of access points such as title, ISSN, or library order num-
ber? Does the initial search put the user into the check-in screen or is it

Jean Walter Farrington is Head of the Serials Department at Van Pelt Library, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
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necessary to go through several intermediate steps to get to the precise spot
in the re-cord where issues are recorded? How many keystrokes are re-
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process known as "twigging"-it is incumbent upon serials librarians to
know how and where they are spending their subscription dollars. In addi-
tion, since 1985 the Ameiican dollar has fallen 40 percent or more against

credits and added charges handled? Will the system do currency conver-
sions so that invoice amounts may be computed in dollars? Can the system
list the titles and compute the value of subscriptions that have been can-
celled?

age clerk check in?-How 
are free-text notes handled? While this may seem insignificant and

indicative of the "Kardex bias" many serials librarians have, notes or spe-
cial instructions can be very useful, even in an online environment. A spe-
cial freld should be available for this purpose.

In the past year, interfaces between various library and vendor systems-
have becbme a reality. Many firms actively engage in the development of
interfaces for the online transfer of orders and claims, as well as for load-
ing invoice tapes directly into the local online system. BothEBSCO and
Faxon are working with NOTIS to design software that will permit the
loading and posting of invoice tapes. This is already possible with Geac
and Innovative Intelfaces. Purchasers of serials systems should ask about
current capabilities and future developments in this area.

In the fihal analysis the questions to be asked are, Does the system do
well those serials functions the library considers most important? Or does
it perform them acceptably in the context of an integrated system or the
local computing environment?

DATABASE CNNITTON AI\D MAI\AGEMENT

In the area of database creation and maintenance, the size of the active
serials collection, the number of serials records available in machine-
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library's master serials record file. In an integrated system, the work of

graphs and monographic sets than it is for serials. It is extremely impor-
tant, therefore, to comprehend beforehand how the serials system actually
operates and how the different parts of the record are interrelated. If li-
brary staff have invested time and effort into providing comprehensive
holdings information on existing records, it is important to know whether
that information will be carried over into the online record. Creating on-
line serials records may be a two-step process. The bibliographic data may
be loaded first, and then fields to handle local details for ordering, check-
ing in, and controlling invoices are created. Establish realistic goals for
implementation, and be prepared for a more difficult and more time-
consuming task than originally anticipated.

STANDARDS

Standards in serials are r6lated both to network and utility commitments
the library may have, as well as to existing local requirements. Specifi-

lead to confusion in interpretation.

TnCrrNrCr, AND Er\TVIRONMENTAL FICTONS

The library's current computing environment, as well as the need for
hardware compatibility between the serials system and other computer

i nstitution or organization.
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TIil FUTURE

Obsolescence in computer systems occurs rapidly. In planning, antici-
pate the future and seledt a sysiem that will be adaptable to changes in the
world of serials automation. 

-Consider 
such basic isiues as whether the sys-

Concr,usroN
Three caveats pertain to the technical services pefspective of serials au-

tomation:
1. Look for what is needed in a serials system, but try not to be overly

particular in the specifications. Above all, be realistic!
2. Study the work flow but do not expect to mimic it in the online envi-

ronment. Be prepared to be flexible in staffing, and plan to make
changes in specific job descriptions if necessary. Superfluous steps

expectations to the user community.
The overall goal in selecting a serials system is to use one's shopping list

intelligently to purchase a serials system that meets the needs of the patrons
and thl staff in providing comprehensible serials information in a timely
fashion.

REFERENCES

Roger L. Presley, "The Goldhsh Bowl Effect of an Online Serials Control System"'
Thi Serials Librarian 1l:101-10 (Dec. 1986/Jan. L987).
Library Systems Evalwtion Guide, Vol. 1, Serials Control (Powell, Ohio: Iames E.
Rush Associates, 1983); Judy McQueen and Richard W. Boss, "Serials Control in Li-
braries: Automated Stioni," Llbrary Technology RePorts 2O:89-282 (Mar.-Apr.
1984).
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n W. Lancaster
Evaluating library services is less an intellectual exercise than it is a practical activity designed to
gather data useful in problem-solving and decision-making within the library. This new book by
Lancaster gives you the practical advice you need for evaluating all types of library services.

IJ You Want lo Euahnte Your Library discusses evaluatins:

I thecollection
! document delivery and availability
I materials usage
I reference services

A valuable tool for library directors, managers, and administrators, this book will help identify
areas ofthe library that need to be evaluated and the best way to conduct the evaluation Clear
explanations of current issues and modern techniques plus end-of-chapter case-study questions
make this book ideal for practicing librarians as well as teachers and students of library science.

Lancaster, Professor of Library and Information Science at the University of lllinois, brings to this
new book his twenty years ofexperience teachingcourses on evaluating library services. His earlier
book,The Meaurement and Eualuation oJ Library Seruices, for years has been used as the standard
guide to conducting evaluations. That book received the American Library Association's "Ralph
Shaw Award" as an outstanding contribution to the literature oflibrary science. Three ofhis earlier
books have received lhe annual "Best Book" award of the American Society lor Information
Science

Order from

The University of lllinois
Graduate School oflibrary and Information Science

I resource sharing
I cost-effectiveness analyses
I cost-benefit studies.

208 pages, cloth ISBN: 0-87845-078-5
$34.50 plus $2.50 postage
Orders must be prepaid to the University of Illinois.

Publications Office
249 Armory Building
505 East Armory Street
Champaign IL 61820



EBSCO has allyour serials needs
coveredl We are committed to
maintaining the largest data-
base of serials titfes in the sub-
scription agency business and
are the one source for almost
any serial published anlnnrhere
in the world. Our title file cur-
rently contains information on
over 45.000 publishers. And,
because we are as committed to
keeping your customer service
and serials managernent needs
covered as we are to increasing
our database of serials titles, we
operate 23 regional processing
offices throughout the world.
At EBSCO, in addition to a
qualified sales representative,

your account will be serviced by
a knowledgeable customer ser-
vice representative and an entire
regional office staff having a
strong commitment to provide
youwith sound customer
servtce.

lsn't that what you expect
from a professional subscription
agency?
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STJBSCRIPTION SERVICES

PO. Box 1943
Birmingham, Alabama 35201
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Resources & Technical
Services News:
Ring Out the Old, Ring in the New

Verna Urbanski

One of the exciting aspects of working in libraries in the fading days of
the twentieth century is the prospect of viewing firsthand the replacement
of the old with the new, the accepted with the innovative, the limited with

cess and manipulate bibliographic information. PBS products, Pro-Cite,
Biblio-Link, and Pro-Search, offer flexibility and help exploit the potential
of existing databases. Pro-Search is a search aid package that simplifies
search commands in Dialog and BRS. Biblio-Link software lets the user
capture information from databases, which is then formatted and manipu-
lated using Pro-Cite.

Biblio-Linlcs are reformatting programs that convert records from online
databases to Pro-Cite records. Separate Biblio-Link programs are avail-
able for use with National Library of Medicine's MEDLARS database,
Library of Congress' SCORPIO anO tvtUtvlS databases, and with OCLC
and RLIN databases. Recent additions to the Biblio-Links familv include
programs to convert records from NOTIS (Northwestern Online Total In-
tegrated System), Biblio-frle, Mitinet, EBSCO/RETRO, and other sys-
tems using the MARC communications format. Custom Biblio-Linkpro-
grams can be provided to transfer records from local databases.

Verna Urbanski is Catalog Librarian at the Thomas G. Carpenter Library, University of
North Florida, Jacksonville,

Note: this column is based on information from press releases furnished by product man-
ufacturers and distributors. No attempt is made to be comprehensive, and mention is not an
endorsement by IRZS or RTSD.
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Pro-Cite is, in the simplest terms, a text and database management sys-
tem allowing the user to rnanipulate the text of bibliographic records into a
format suitable for subject bibliographies, reading lists, lists of recent ac-
quisitions, etc. Pro-Cite is avaiilable for both IBM and the Macintosh.
PBS' most recent product, Pro-Cite for the Macintosh, is the enhanced
version of Professional Bibliographic Systemfor the Macintosh. It runs on
Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, or Macintosh II and requires 512K mem-
ory and Macintosh System 4. 1 or greater. A two-floppy-disk drive or hard
disk are recommended. Pro-Citehas twenty-six workforms, twenty prede-
fined for various styles ofbibliographic citation, journals, books, disserta-
tions, etc., and six that can be user designed. Records can be entered by the
user or captured from another source u sing Biblio-Link. Oncein a Pro-Cite
database, records can be sorted, searched, edited, and formatted into cita-
tions. Pro-Cite fields and records are of variable length. Pro-Cite database
manipulation features firll-screen editing, global find and replace func-
tions, and pop-up authority lists.

So, why do we care about Rosenberg's innovative software? We care
because software like this can exploit more fully the painstakingly assem-
bled information languishing in bibliographic databases. Local online cat-
alogs soon may be rendered into a variety of useful and needed research
tools far beyond the original concept of the bibliographic record. Assem-
bling information is half the job; using it wisely is the other half. Current
cost for Pro-Cite is $395. Biblio-Link is $195 per program.

In addition to EBSCO's joint venture with PBS for a Biblio-Link/Pro-
Cite package for EBSCO/RETRO, a service that provides MARC catalog-
ing for serials, EBSCO has also obtained exclusive rights to the online
database of Kraus Reprint and Periodicals for its EBSCONET subscription
customers. Requests for reprints, back issues, or back sets are investigated
and a response sent via EBSCONET or by mail.

EBSCO also recently entered the CD-ROM playing field with
MEDLINE/EBSCO CD-ROM, a product intended to provide economical
access to MEDLINE data. The system is available in two versions: a one-
disk version is called CORE MEDLINE/EBSCO CD-ROM and contains
the Abridged Index Medicus titles and all EnglishJanguage nursing and
dentistry titles; a two-disk Comprehensive MEDLINE/EBSCO CD-ROM
includes the English-language subset of Index Medicus, International
Nursing Index, and Index to Dental Literature. Each version covers the
current year and the two previous years. Searches can be conducted using

discs.
Amdek Corporation recently introduced Laserdek l0@, an internal

half-height CD-ROM drive that installs in a floppy drive slot on IBM PCs
and compatibles. Laserdek 1000 operates from the PC's power supply and
comes with all that is necessary for installation: an interface card, device
driver, cable, audio software, MS-DOS/CD-ROM extensions, and man-
ual. CD cartridge and headphone jack are also included. Stereo audio
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hookup is also available. Amdex's CD-ROM drives provide information
in text, audio, and graphic form simultaneously, according to publicity re-
leases. Laserdek 1000 costs $895 and is available from Amdekdealers and
distributors.

And, how about building your own CD of documents you want to store,
manipulate, or both? Compulink Management Center of Torrance, Cali-
fornia, introduces the LaserFiche System, calling it "a totally integrated
document search, update, archival and retrieval system utilizing the latest
in laser technology. " LaserFiche System is said to be the perfect replace-
ment for files of paper records, microfiche backup copies, and "computer
data entry/database management systems. "

Documents can be scanned into the system individually, interfaced from
a mainframe system, fed in via modemi or fax boards, oi thorse and buggy
enthusiasts, listen up!) keyed directly in. The optical scanner accepts both
text and graphic information and reads typeset, offset, typewritten docu-
ments, photocopies, and documents prepared on laser printers, impact
printers, and letter-quality dot-matrix printers. Documents are digitized,
indexed, and stored on a WORM (Write Once/Read Many) optical disk.
No preformatting is necessary before scanning. Each word of a document
indexes automatically, so retrieval is accomplished by entering a known
word or phrase with additional subsearches available as needed. Retrieved
text can be edited before output with the resulting text printed by laser
printer or "faxed out via an optional facsimile interface board, " according
to Compulink literature. Each optical disk is said to have a capacity equiva-
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lent to 180 file drawers. And, this system can be yours for only $45,000.
Basics in the LaserFiche Model 3@0 include a32-bitprocessor running at
2OMHz,with2 megabytes of RAM, 340 megabytes hard disk, 800 mega-
byte WORM optical disk, 60 megabyte streaming tape drive for backup,

Circulation Plus automated circulation system. Quick Card offers the op-
tionof AACM cataloging or a less comprehensive approach and Dewey or
LC classification. The program offers user-customized formats, sup-
ported by a manual and tutorials. Cards for all entry points are generated
from the once-entered information. Longer bibliographic records are au-
tomatically accommodated on additional cards. Diskettes can be erased
and reused or kept as machine-readable versions of the printed cards. For
those interested in keeping the data disk, Quick Card pints one card that
identifies the diskette containing the bibliographic record. Quick Card
works with dot-matrix or letter-quality printers equipped with movable
tractor feeds. Producers say Quick Card can be used by persons with no
knowledge of computers or prograrnming. Current price for the program
is 5234.95.

Qurcr Tps axo INTnRESflNc INro

Free, Free, Free ! ! ! University Microfilms International Out-of-Print
Books on Demand is giving away its 1988-89 Author Guide to Ourof-
Print Books onmicrofiche. The 1988-89 Author Guide shows what out-of-
print books are available from UMI. The 1988-89 Author Guide replaces
the 1985-86 edition. Current prices, ordering information, and complete
bibliographic information are included in the fiche. The 114,000 titles
cited on the fiche are reproduced on acid-free paper, with cloth or paper
covers. For a complimentary copy of the guide, see below.

The National Library of Medicine, alarmed at therapid deterioration of
medical literature, is campaigning to encourage publishers of medical
books and journals to adopt permanent, acid-free paper for their publica-
tions. The library's Board of Regents has appointed a Permanent Paper
Task Force of publishers, editors, librarians, and paper manufacturers.
The task force's mandate is to promote the use of permanent paper with
medical editors and publishers and to advise the library on matters related
to saving the deteriorating collections of medical literature.

As an update to last quarter's column on OPACs, General Research Cor-
poration (GRC) announced recently that their online public access catalog
LaserGuide is now "instantly" updatable and provides rapid, transparent
access to bibliographic records stored on a hard disk. New titles cataloged
using LaserQuest are transferred to the LaserGaide hard disk using /,aser-
Merge, a software program from GRC that indexes the new titles and
merges them with titles already on the LaserGuide hard disk. These new
records are immediatelv available to users. LaserGuide searches the hard
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disk and the CD-ROM disk simultaneously, making the search of two
sources transparent to the user. Search results display recent$ added titles
first and label them "New acquisitions." The sysiem can defer remas-
tering of the CD-ROM disk uniil the LaserGuide hard disk is full.

For further information about any of the products mentioned in this arti-
cle. contact

Julia A. Wood
Personal Bibliographic
Software. Inc.
412 Longshore Dr.
Ann Arbor. MI48105
(313) 996-1580

Madelyn Bonnett
EBSCO Electronic Information
P.O. Box 1943
Birmingham, AL 35201
(2Os) 99r-rr84

Margaret Moe
Amdek Corporation
1901 Zanker Rd.
San Jose. CA95ll2
(408) 436-8570

Mia Wenjen
Compulink Management
Center, Inc.
350 S. Crenshaw Blvd.
Ste. ,{106
Torrance, CA 90503
(2r3) 212-6820

Lisa J. McManaman
Follett Software Company
4506 Northwest Highway
Crystal Lake, IL 6Wl4-7393
(8OO)323-3397
(815) 455-4660

UMI Out-of-Print Books
on Demand
300 N. Zeeb Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI48106
(800) s21-0600 (u.s.)
(800) 343-5299 (Canada)
(313) 7614700 (call collect
from Michigan, Alaska,
Hawaii)

Darcy Cook
General Research Corporation
Library Systems
5383 Hollister Ave.
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
(800) 23s-6788
(80s) 9@-7724
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Book Reviews

Richard D. Johnson, Editor

IISMARC Formatfor AuthoritY Data,
Including Gui.delines f,or Content
Designalinn. PrePared bY Network
Development and MARC Standards
Office. lv. Washington, D.C.: Li-
brary of Congress, Cataloging Dis-
tribution Service, 1987. (loose-
lea0, $35 (ISBN 0-8444-0558-2).
LC 87-600155.

USMARC Speciftcotions for Record
Structure, Character Sets, TaPes-
Prepared by Network DeveloPment
and MARC Standards Office.
Washington, D.C.: Library of Con-
gress, Cataloging Distribution Ser-
vice, 1987. 37p. papr, $15 (ISBN
0-8444 -Oss5-8). LC 87-60013 l.

ASMARC Code List for Innguages.
Prepared by Network DeveloPment
and MAnC Standards Office.
Washington, D.C.: Library of Con-
gress, Cataloging Distribution Ser-
vice, 1987. 136p. paper, $20(ISBN
o-8444-05s9-0). LC 87-600140.

These three volumes demonstrate
that efforts are being taken to make
USMARC documentation easier to use
even as the subject matter becomes
more complex. Each deals with one of
the three components of a USMARC
record: record structurg, content desig-
nation, and content. The PurPose of
USMARC Formatfor Authority Dotais
to define content designators-the tags,
indicators, subfield codes, and coded

values that characterize the data ele-
ments in USMARC authority records.
This document evolved from a prelimi-
narv edition (1976\ and a first edition
(l9bl, with updates), both entitled lz-
thorities: A MARC Format. The first
edition brought such major changes as
the inclusionof series authority and se-
ries treatment information, the redefi-
nition of control subfield fw, and a
loose-leaf fornat. The 1987 edition
builds on these changes, providing a
much more detailed introduction as
well as expanded guildelines for the ap-
plication bf content designators. Na-
iional level requirements are also in-
cluded, because machine-readable
authority records that are contributed
to a national database must comPlY
with certain content requirements.

The book is well equipped with help-
ful examples and references to related
fields and other documents. The appen-
dixes provide useful tables and sum-
maries, such as the alphabetical lists of
ambiguous headings (e.9., corporate
versus geographic).

The format has improved considera-
bly since the preliminary edition. Infor-
mation is clearly and logically ar-
ranged. Parallel concepts contained in
different fields are set off with lines and
standardized, boldface headings. Tab
dividers organize the nine sections and
seven appendixes. The information is



intended to be kept upto-date by new
and replacement pages. The vinyl-
covered binder is sturdy, and a title is
printed on both spine and cover.

USMARC Formatfor Authority Data
will be useful for librarians and others
working with the creation, alteration,
or interpretation of machine-readable
authority records. The document as-
sumes some familiarity with Anglo-
American cataloging principles and
MARC structure. It might be helpful to
use it in conjunction with USMARC
Specffications for Record Structure,
Character Sets, Tapes. The latter vol-
ume, an implementation of the ANSI
239.2 standard, describes in technical
terms the structure, character sets, and
magnetic tapeformatof USMARC rec-
ords in general. It is intended to be used
by persons involved in the design and
maintenance of systems dealing with
communication and processing of
USMARC records and assumes quite a
bit of familiarity with MARC, ASCII
concepts, and magnetic tape format.
References to related documents and
standards are listed throughout the
book. Revisions are intended to be in-
corporated in reissued versions.

One of the content elements of
USMARC authority, bibliographic,
and holdings records is the language as-
sociated with an item. The USMARC
Code List for Languages contains 373
discrete language codes, 85 of which
represent language groups rather than
individual languages. The brief intro-
duction succinctly explains the concept
of group versus individual language
codes, as well as the overall arrange-
ment of the list. The format is enhanced
by the use of boldface entries and nu-
merous "USE" and "UF" ("used
for") cross-references. One part is ar-
ranged in name sequence and the other
in code sequence. The list contains
more languages with group code as-
signments than did previous versions
and includes all codes valid as of Feb-
ruary 1987 .It is also intended to be re-
issued as needed to incorporate
revisions. -Cft ristina Sokol, Washing-
ton State University, Pullman.
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Scientifu Joumah: Issues in Library
Selection and Management.Ed. by
Tony Stankus. Monographic Sup-
plementNo. 3wThe Serials Librar-
ian. New York: Haworth, 1987.
2r8p. $29.95 (ISBN 0-866s6-616-
3). LC 87-7M7.

Librarians ordering this volume or
receiving it on standing order might re-
ceive a surprise when they examine it.
What Haworth's publicity identified as
a monograph treating the acquisition
and management of scientific journals
is, for all practical purposes, a collec-
tion of Stankus' articles reprinted from
various journals. Of the fourteen arti-
cles contained in this volume, four are
reprinted from Haworth's Science and
Technology Libraries, three are from
other Haworth journals, and four are
reprinted from non-Haworth journals;
onlv three are offered here for the first
tim;. Of 218 pages, 36 are originial
material.

Stankus is credited on the title page
as being the editor ofthe volume, but he
is actuallv the author of each article.
some of which are coauthored. It is dif-
ficult to determine how Stankus acted
as editor, except in writing brief intro-
ductions to the four sections of the
book. Haworth's policy of not having
authors review page proofs relieves the
editor of that role. This policy, how-
ever, strikes the death blow to Scien-
ffic Journals. Each article was reset,
and the typesetters made a great num-
ber of terrible errors. For example, on
page 33 one finds the following sen-
tence: "The human circumstances un-
obtrusive methods of determining
when a scientist's apparent cessation of
surrounding an individual's termina-
tion of publishable research are dis-
cussed in conjunction with findings
from the Sociology of Science." This
sentence is quite clear in the original.
Incidentally, not all of the original arti-
cles were easy to locate because of two
incorrect citations.

Stankus' writings reflect his position
as a college science librarian and con-
centrate on publishing characteristics
of facultv members as criteria for selec-
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tion of journals for faculty use. He de-
scribes the articles as "an ongoing se-
ries on the career-long interactions of
scientists and their journals and its
meaning for subscription manage-
ment" (p.34). Stankus has devised cre-
ative uses for lSl's Journal Citation Re-
ports and, in fact, conducts nearly all of
his research on this database. Librari-
ans responsible for science collection
development and not having access to
the original articles may find the vol-
ume useful.-Marcia Tattle, Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Approval Plans. Systems and Proce-
dures Exchange Center, Kit #141.
Washington D.C.: Office of Man-
agement Studies, Association of Re-
search Libraries, 1988. 124p. pa-
per, $20 * $5 postage (ISSN
0160-3582).

Approval Plans, SPEC Kit #141, up-
dates a similar kit published in 1982,
and not much has changed in the last
four years. Results from the survey
sent to the 1 l8 members of the Associa-
tion of Research Libraries show that

approval plans continue to find wide
acceptance. Of the ninety-four respon-
dents, eighty-eight (93.6 percent) had
approval plans; but the number ofplans
per Iibrary varied from one to seventy.
More importantly, total annual expen-
ditures ranged from a low of $800 to a
high of $1,000,0(n.

Libraries have adopted aPProval
plans to save staff time, improve col-
Iection development, and assure faster

twenty-four libraries responded that
autoniation had caused theh to change
their use or management of approval
plans; and only fourteen had direct
transmission of data between an auto-
mated acquisitions system and an ap-
proval vendor. On the other hand, fi-
irancial changes, mostly from budgets
that have not kept up with inflation,
have caused fifty-six libraries to reeval-
uate their level of approval plan pur-
chases.

In addition to the survey results, ten
libraries provided documents that are
arranged under three broad headings;
"Queltions and Criteria for Evaluating
Vendors, " "Profiles, Descriptions,
Guidelines," and "Processing and Re-
view ofApproval Plans." These docu-
ments add practical details and show in-
ternal workings of aPproval Plan
management but also presuppose prior
knowledge of acquisitions and collec-
tion development terminology. The
"Selected Reading List" is quite short
but includes a citation for Gary J. Ros-
si's annotated bibliography.

For most readers, the survey will be
the most interesting part of this SPEC
kit. both for its statistical data and for
the relatively large number of com-
ments. The accompanying two-Page
SPEC Flyer offers a concise interpreta-
tion of the survey findings and may
provide enough of an overview to allow
many to skip reading the survey
itself .-Robert P. Holley, Wayne State
University, Detroit, Michigan.
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